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In the recent past, there has been an increasing demand for low-cost safety

critical applications. Custom-off-the-shelf (COTS) processors are preferred for us-

age in these applications due to their low cost. The reliability provided by these

processors, however, is not sufficient to meet the safety requirements of these ap-

plications. Furthermore, due to the trends followed by the processor industry to

enhance the performance of processors, the reliability provided by these processors

is projected to decrease in the future. Traditional techniques for enhancing the re-

liability of computer systems are not viable for these applications due to the high

overheads (and hence cost) incurred by them. This thesis describes fault tolerance

techniques tailored for these applications, adhering to the tight overhead constraints

in the area, memory, and performance dimensions. Techniques at both the hardware

level (to be used by the processor manufacturers) and the software level (to be used

by the application developers) are presented.
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At the hardware level, this thesis presents a technique for detecting faults

in the processor control logic, for which techniques proposed previously incur very

high overheads. Rather than detect all modeled faults, the technique protects against

a subset of faults such that the best possible overall protection is achieved while

incurring only permissible overheads. This subset of faults is selected depending

on the probability of each individual fault causing damage to the architectural state

of the processor and the overhead incurred in protecting against the fault. The

technique is validated on control logic modules of an industrial processor.

At the software level, this thesis concentrates on a category of errors called

control flow errors. We describe an error detection technique which incurs lower

overheads than any of the previously proposed techniques while at the same time

detecting more errors than all of them. Even these low overheads may be too restric-

tive for some applications. For such applications, we present a technique for pro-

viding the best error detection capability possible at the overheads allowed. Once

an error is detected, error recovery actions need to be performed. In this thesis, we

present an error correction technique which automaticallyperforms error recovery

with a very low latency. The technique reuses the information available from the

error detection technique to perform the recovery and hence, does not incur any

additional performance penalty. All the techniques proposed at the software level

have been integrated with GCC, a commonly used software compiler. This permits

the fault tolerance to be incorporated into the applicationautomatically as part of

the compilation process itself. Evaluations are performedon SPEC and MiBench

benchmark programs using an in-house software error injection framework.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The task of making a processor function correctly accordingto its design

specification spans different stages of the chip life cycle.The design validation

stage ensures that there are no implementation mistakes dueto which the transis-

tor level implementation of the processor varies from the design specification. The

manufacturing testing stage ensures that there are no manufacturing process related

defects due to which the physical hardware may not match the transistor level im-

plementation of the processor. After these two stages, the processor is deemed

fit to be shipped to the customers. However, the processor still may not function

correctly on the field due to many reasons. There may be some implementation

mistakes or manufacturing defects which escaped detectionfrom the validation or

testing stages. There may be some new defects introduced in the chip after it has

been shipped. There may be also some external disturbances which induce incor-

rect behavior in the processor. Steps need to be taken both atdesign time and on the

field to tolerate such mistakes, defects, and disturbances.The ability of a processor

to function correctly in spite of these hindrances is calledfault toleranceand is the

topic of research presented in this document.

In this chapter, we first define fault tolerance and related terms (Section 1.1)
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and discuss in detail the various reasons why a processor mayfunction incorrectly

(Section 1.2). We then look at different techniques proposed in the past to achieve

fault tolerance (Section 1.3) and keeping them in perspective, present the scope and

outline of the research presented in this document (Section1.4).

1.1 Fundamental definitions regarding fault tolerance

The three fundamental terms in fault tolerance are fault, error and failure.

Their definitions and explanations using the three-universe model (borrowed from

[96] and [2]) are given below.

A fault is a physical defect, imperfection, or flaw that occurs within some

hardware component. It represents a defect in thephysical universesuch as in

semiconductor devices, mechanical elements, displays, printers, power supplies, or

other physical entities which make up the system. Anerror is the manifestation

of a fault. Error is a deviation from accuracy in theinformation universesuch as

in the data words within a computer or digital voice or image information. If the

error results in the system performing one of its functions incorrectly then afailure

has occurred. A failure occurs in theexternal universeand can be witnessed by the

users of the system.

Faults are generally classified depending on their duration. A permanent

fault remains in existence indefinitely if no corrective action istaken. Atransient

fault appears and disappears within a very short period of time. Anintermittent

fault appears, disappears and then reappears repeatedly.
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The goal of fault tolerance is to prevent any failures from happening due to

faults.Fault toleranceis defined as the ability of a system to continue to perform its

tasks after the occurrence of faults. Common terms associated with fault tolerance

arefault masking, fault detection, andfault recovery. Fault maskingis the process

of preventing faults in the system from causing errors.Fault detectionis the process

of recognizing the presence of a fault andfault recoveryis the process of remaining

operational in presence of the fault. The fault recovery process generally depends

on the type of the fault that is present in the system. The termserror masking, error

detection, anderror recoverycan be similarly defined.

1.2 Modern day on-field faults and errors

In this section, we describe the various faults that can occur on-field (at the

customer site) and how the modern day advancements in the processor industry

affect them.

Two trends, followed by the processor industry for their performance impli-

cations, have an enormous impact on the faults that occur on the field.

1. The processor industry has been scaling the CMOS technology that is being

used to manufacture chips. This means smaller transistors fitted together at

higher densities with lower operational voltages and running at higher fre-

quencies.

2. More and more complex cores are being integrated on a single chip. This

integration is used to build both homogeneous (resulting inmulti-core pro-

3



cessors) and heterogeneous (resulting in more complex system-on-a-chips)

cores.

Validating that the processor hardware implementation matches its specifi-

cation is a tedious process and there is a strong possibilitythat an implementation

mistake escapes the process. The well-known Pentium floating point bug [111]

and the lesser known Pentium II math bug [25] are examples of implementation

mistakes which escaped detection and cost the company millions of dollars. The

increase in complexity due to increased integration bringswith it an enormous val-

idation challenge and an increased possibility that an implementation bug escapes

the validation process.

The increase in chip complexity also brings with it an increased complexity

of testing these integrated chips and thus an increased possibility that a manufac-

turing defect escapes the testing process. Scaling also brings with it additional test

challenges. The manufacturing process is becoming more imprecise as a result of

which each chip may differ from the next chip in its parameters. Two parts of the

same chip may also vary in the transistor parameters. Testing for delay and cross-

talk in presence of suchprocess variations[18, 62, 109] presents a huge challenge

and there is a high possibility that a manufacturing defect may escape the screening

process.

The rate at which chips fail in the field varies with time. The bathtub curve

shown in Figure 1.1 reflects this variation. The first part of the curve shows infant

mortality region. This region reflects the high rate of chip failures early on due to

4
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Figure 1.1: Bathtub curve - past and future

manufacturing defects which result in marginal or weak chips. Chip manufacturers

try to accelerate the aging process and screen out such marginal chips. This process

is calledburn-in and is achieved by applying an elevated voltage and temperature.

With the scaling processes, the burn-in procedure is becoming more difficult and

there is a concern about the reduced effectiveness of the procedure in weeding out

marginal chips in future technologies [17, 75]. Thus, thereis a strong possibility in

the future that marginal chips are shipped and fail while in operation on the field.

The second part of the bathtub curve (Figure 1.1) depicts thenormal lifetime

of chips during which the rate of failures is low. This represents the useful life of
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the chips. The failures during this period are generally dueto transient faults arising

from various noise sources. With scaling, because of the lowoperational voltages

and high transistor densities, the amount of noise that is required for perturbing

the output of any gate is reducing. These noise sources can beinternal as well as

external.

Common internal noise sources which lead to failures are crosstalk noise

(due to interaction between wires in the chip) [12, 123] and power supply noise (IR

drop and ground bounce) [12, 54]. These internal noise sources require specific

values on the internal nodes to be triggered. If triggered, they generally lead to

delay faults in the circuits. Moreover, due to process variations, these triggering

conditions vary from chip to chip. Testing the chips for suchconditional delay

faults is a challenge [19, 23, 64, 65] and a strong possibility exists that delay faults

induced by these noise sources go undetected.

External noise which leads to failures usually takes the form of high energy

neutrons present in terrestrial cosmic radiation. These neutrons produce electron-

hole pairs when they strike a semiconductor device. These charges, if of sufficient

amount, can flip the state of a logical device such as a latch, an SRAM cell, or a

gate [129]. The faults introduced by these neutrons are transient in nature since

there are no long term effects of the fault. These transient faults induced by neutron

strikes have been known to cause huge losses to companies. They led to crashes of

Sun Microsystems flagship servers causing major losses to its customers, including

America Online and eBay [16]. Hewlett Packard also reportedthat a large installed

base of a 1024-CPU server system in Los Alamos National Laboratory has been

6



crashing frequently due to these faults [73].

The rate of occurrence of transient faults due to neutron strikes depends on

the amount of charge induced by the neutrons and the vulnerability of the circuit to

the induced charge. The amount of charge induced by the neutrons depends on the

environment. For example, at an elevation of 1.5km (in Denver, Colarado), it is 3-5

times higher than at sea level. The vulnerability of the circuit to the induced charge

depends on circuit parameters like the amount of charge stored in circuit devices,

the vulnerable cross-section area, and the charge collection efficiency [114]. With

scaling, the amount of charge stored in any logical device inthe circuit reduces.

Thus, the possibility that the output of the device is flippeddue to a particular neu-

tron strike increases. However, since the area of the devicealso decreases, the prob-

ability that the neutron will strike that particular node decreases. These two factors

generally cancel each other out and the vulnerability of anylogical device to faults

due to neutron strikes is projected to remain almost constant in future technologies

[15, 44, 45, 61, 78]. According to Moore’s law, the number of logical devices in the

processor chip is projected to increase exponentially. Hence, the rate of occurrence

of faults in a processor due to neutron strikes is projected to increase exponentially

in the future [52, 78]. Faults in memory elements have been considered to be criti-

cal for long and fault tolerance mechanisms are being implemented to protect them.

The severity of faults in memory elements is projected to increase and multi-bit

errors are expected to become more frequent [52].

Transient faults in combinational logic are traditionallyconsidered non-

critical because there is a natural barrier stopping the propagation of these faults

7



[67]. Three masking factors - logical, electrical and latching-window, reduce the

probability that a transient fault propagates and latches on to sequential elements.

Due to the trends followed in the industry however, the masking provided by these

factors is reducing [77]. The logical depth between sequential elements is decreas-

ing, leading to an increased number paths along which a transient fault at a gate

can propagate to a sequential element. This leads to a reduced logical masking.

Electrical masking is reducing due to the reduced noise required for triggering a

fault because of scaling. Due to the high operating frequencies, there are more

latching-windows per unit time, thus increasing the probability that a transient fault

gets latched on (and reducing the latching-window masking factor). Due to the rea-

sons mentioned, the combinational portion of the processoris projected to become

a dominant source of failures due to transient faults [114].

The final part of the bathtub curve (Figure 1.1) depicts the wear-out phase

where transistors degrade due to aging and result in a high rate of failures. Transis-

tors degrade with usage and the chips fail when they degrade beyond a threshold.

They age due to phenomena like hot-carrier injection (HCI) and negative-bias tem-

perature instability (NBTI). HCI phenomenon in processorsoccurs when electrons

or holes (carriers) gain sufficient kinetic energy (becoming hot-carriers) and embed

themselves in the gate dielectric [59]. This phenomenon changes the characteris-

tics of the transistors and in the long run, the transistors degrade and fail. Due to

physical limitations, the voltage reduction as part of the scaling process is not pro-

portional to the reduction in transistor channel lengths. This increases the electric

fields in the transistor channels and thus, the kinetic energies of the carriers. Hence,

8



scaling accelerates the transistor degradation process and chips are projected to fail

sooner in the future. The NBTI phenomenon is also projected to be dominant in

the future resulting in accelerated aging [102]. Due to thisphenomenon, the thresh-

old voltage of PMOS transistors degrades over time resulting in delay faults. The

amount of degradation depends on the amount of time elapsed,operating condi-

tions, and the amount of time the transistor is on [3, 118]. Hence, different transis-

tors in the chip degrade differently. A particular transistor in a chip also degrades

differently from the corresponding transistor in another chip. This makes predicting

the aging related failure of chips difficult and failures on field due to degradation

may be imminent.

Hence, all three periods in the bathtub curve - infant mortality, normal life-

time and wear-out periods - are projected to see increased failures. The length of the

normal lifetime period is also projected to decrease. This is depicted in Figure 1.1.

In the next section, we will discuss some techniques for preventing these failures.

1.3 Achieving fault tolerance with redundancy

Fault tolerance is achieved in computer systems using some sort of redun-

dancy. Redundancy techniques can be categorized as hardware, information, time,

and software redundancy techniques.

Hardware redundancyis usually achieved by physically replicating the hard-

ware [96].Passive hardware redundancyuses fault masking to hide the faults and

to prevent the occurrence of errors. Triple modular redundancy (Figure 1.2(a) [55])

is a common passive redundancy technique. This technique uses three copies of the
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of hardware redundancy

same hardware and uses a voter (or a set of voters) to select the correct output. No

corrective action is required on part of the user for this sort of redundancy.Active

hardware redundancy, on the other hand, usesreconfigurationto achieve fault toler-

ance. Reconfiguration involves detecting the presence of anerror and thus deducing

the presence of a fault (fault detection), determining where the fault has occurred

(fault location), and then remaining operational in spite of the fault (fault recov-

ery). Fault recovery usually involves replacing the faultyhardware with a spare

hardware. Faults do result in errors in such redundancy techniques. Duplication

with comparison (Figure 1.2(b)) is a common active redundancy technique. This

technique uses two copies of the same hardware and compares the result to detect

an error (and hence the fault).Hybrid hardware redundancyis a combination of

passive and active redundancy techniques. Passive redundancy is used to mask the

faults and active redundancy is used to locate and replace the faulty hardware.

Information redundancyis achieved by providing extra information along
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of information redundancy

with data to allow for fault detection and fault recovery. Figure 1.3 shows the

scheme used for information redundancy. Data is first encoded before the computa-

tion is performed. Error detecting codes and error correcting codes are the common

encoding schemes used. Suppose an error is introduced due tosome fault during

the computation. If the code is error detecting for the type of error introduced, the

result of the computation will be invalidly encoded. This invalid code is detected in

the checking routine. If the code is also error correcting for the type of error intro-

duced, enough information is provided in the encoding such that the error can also

be corrected. Parity encoding is an example of an error detecting code. An extra bit

is added to the data word such that the total number of 1 bits inthe word is either

odd (odd parity encoding) or even (even parity encoding). Anerror which results in

one of the bits of the word being flipped will result in an even parity (if odd parity

encoding is used) or odd parity (if even parity is used). Thisdifference in parity

is then detected in the checking routine. The error detecting/correcting capability

depends on the type of the error introduced. For example, if even number of bits are

flipped in a data word due to an error, parity encoding will be incapable of detecting

the error. Other encoding schemes commonly used include m-of-n codes, duplica-

tion codes, checksums, cyclic codes, hamming codes, bergercodes and arithmetic

codes [96].
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Time redundancyis usually achieved by running the same computation mul-

tiple times on the same computer system and comparing or voting the results. Fig-

ure 1.4 shows an example time redundancy technique which performs error de-

tection. To perform error correction, the same computationneeds to be run three

or more times and a voter needs to be used to select the correctoutput. Time re-

dundancy techniques incur lower cost compared to hardware and information re-

dundancy techniques since no modifications/additions are required to the hardware.

However, they involve a performance penalty since the same computation is per-

formed multiple times. Transient faults can easily be detected by time redundancy

techniques assuming the fault is resident in the system onlyduring one of the com-

putations. A permanent fault cannot be detected by just timeredundancy if it cor-

rupts all the computations in the same manner. To detect permanent faults, the

computations performed are varied such that a fault affectseach of the computa-

tion outputs differently. For example, the input data can encoded before one of the

computations, decoded afterwards and the results compared.

Finally,software redundancyuses checks within the software running on the
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system to achieve fault tolerance. Common software redundancy techniques used

are consistency checks, capability checks and software replication. Consistency

checks involve checking if the results of the software computation are consistent

with the expected values. For example, if the results of any computation are known

to fall within a certain range, range checking can be performed. Capability checks

involve checking if the system is still capable of performing all expected functions.

For example, an ALU can be checked to see if it performs correctly. Permanent

faults can be detected in this way. Software replication usually uses multiple ver-

sions of the same computation. All the versions can be run andthe results voted

on [22]. On the other hand, a single version can be run till it fails an acceptance

test which checks the consistency of the results produced. If the version fails the

acceptance test, other versions are run till a version whichpasses the test is found.

In the recent past, many fault tolerant techniques have beenproposed which

involve one or a combination of the above redundancy techniques. The proposed

techniques can be classified according to the level of abstraction at which they can

be applied - circuit, logical, architectural, or software.

Circuit level techniques:Larger transistors are used such that the output

capacitance of critical gates increase, thus making them less susceptible to charge

injected by cosmic radiation [128]. In [20] and [68], extra transistors are used in

sequential elements to store redundant information and this information is used to

detect and/or correct faults in the elements. In many designs, radiation-sensitive

circuit styles such as dynamic-logic styles are avoided [52]. Sufficient speed mar-

gins are incorporated during design to account for process variations and wear-out
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effects [3].

Logical level techniques:In [85], redundancy is built into the sequential

element design such that two different specially designed latch sections store the

same data. In the event of data corruption in one of the latch sections, data in the

uncorrupted latch section is used to restore the data corrupted latch section. In

[76], redundancy already present in scan flip-flops is taken advantage of and error

detection and automatic correction is achieved with the help of a Muller-C element.

In [29], sequential elements are protected by encoding the state bits. In [85] and

[36], a shadow latch is used to tolerate transient errors in combinational logic. The

shadow latch is clocked out of phase with the main latch or itsdata input arrives at

a delay with respect to that of the main latch. The outputs of the shadow latch and

the main latch are compared to detect a transient fault in thecombinational logic.

In [29] and [117], the combinational logic is modified such that it acts on encoded

inputs to produce encoded outputs. Any fault in the combinational logic will result

in the output being invalidly encoded. In [77], selected gates in the combinational

logic are duplicated and the outputs are compared to detect errors. The gates to be

duplicated are selected based on their sensitivity to radiation and the probability that

a fault in that gate will lead to an error at the output of the combinational circuit.

Architecture level techniques:IBM S/390 G5, a high availability processor,

uses duplicated instruction and execution units’ and the outputs are checked for

errors every clock cycle. IBM Power4, a high-end server processor, uses logic

checkers for fault detection, isolation and recovery. In [8], a small in-order checker

processor verifies the output of a complex out-of-order processor and triggers a
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recovery action when it finds an inconsistency. In [121] and [103], two copies of

the same program are executed on a simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) processor

to achieve fault tolerance and fault recovery. In [100], instructions are replicated

within the processor when they are dispatched to the reservation station and the

results in reorder buffer are compared before committing. In [41], the processor

idle cycles during L2 misses and low-ILP phases are used to opportunistically issue

redundant instructions for fault tolerance. This results in partial fault tolerance

with very low performance degradation. SRAM and DRAM memories have long

been designed with error detecting and error correcting codes to tolerate single bit

transient errors. In the recent past, more sophisticated codes are being used to

tolerate multi-bit errors.

Software level techniques:Many software implemented hardware fault tol-

erance (SIHFT) techniques have been proposed in the recent past. These techniques

are attractive due to their low cost. Extra code is embedded inside the program

which performs the fault tolerant actions. In [30], a faultydata structure of the

program is examined and repaired to satisfy certain pre-specified constraints. The

repaired data structure is not guaranteed to be correct, just that it will satisfy the

constraints. In [21], three different techniques which correct data errors at software

level to various extents- triplication, AN-encoding and dynamic invariant enforcing-

have been used to achieve reliability. Algorithm-based fault tolerance (ABFT) tech-

niques [13, 14, 48, 50, 56, 122] have been proposed to detect errors by taking advan-

tage of certain program specific properties. These techniques have been shown to

provide low-cost fault tolerance for certain mathematicaloperations. [5], [40], [91],
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and [120] target a category of errors called control-flow errors. A control-flow er-

ror occurs if the control-flow of the program execution is erroneous due to a fault.

These techniques propose to extract ideal control-flow of the program at compile

time from the program itself. Extra code inserted in the program maintains run-time

variables which keep track of the control-flow followed by the program. Deviation

from the ideal control-flow is detected by monitoring these variables.

1.4 Scope and outline of the document

Today, computers are ubiquitous, being used everywhere from space satel-

lites to washing machines. While we would like each and everychip to work cor-

rectly everytime it is used, the importance of such a correctoperation varies widely

depending on the application. The damage due to a pixel beingdisplayed wrongly

in a video game, for example, is trivial compared to that due to a shift in decimal

point on a Wall Street server. For mission critical applications like banking and

aircraft control, the primary objective is to achieve very high reliability and as such,

no expense is considered too high when designing chips for such applications. On

the other hand, we have processors designed for low-cost mainstream and embed-

ded applications. For these processors, cost and performance related metrics such

as area, power, and timing are the primary concerns and the reliability requirements

of the chips used are usually non-stringent. Traditionally, these reliability require-

ments are met without much extra effort. However, as described in Section 1.2, the

failure rates of processors are projected to increase in thefuture and additional fault

tolerance mechanisms need to be employed to meet the reliability requirements.
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These fault tolerance mechanisms can be employed at the hardware level (by the

processor manufacturers) or at the software level (by the application developers).

In this document, we look at the fault tolerance problem fromboth perspectives.

The manufacturers of mainstream and embedded processors compensate for

the increased faults in chips, due to scaling and integration, by adding more fault

tolerance mechanisms at the hardware level. These mechanisms should be low-cost

(low area and performance overheads) since the cost of the processor is the primary

driving force in these markets. Till recently, they were able to meet the reliabil-

ity specifications by protecting just the memory and sequential elements [52, 76].

This is projected to change in the future with the combinational portion becoming

as vulnerable to external disturbances as unprotected sequential elements [114]. It

has been shown that data path combinational circuits can be protected with a very

low overhead using arithmetic codes like AN-codes and residue codes [9]. When

it comes to control logic combinational circuits, the faulttolerance mechanisms

proposed generally consist of modifying the circuit to accept encoded inputs and

generate encoded outputs in response [29, 53, 86, 108, 117].A fault in the circuit

will lead to the outputs being invalidly encoded. However, these mechanisms are

not applicable to the mainstream and embedded processors due to their high area

and power overheads [77]. In Chapter 2, we propose a new low cost mechanism for

protecting the combinational portion of processor controllogic. We make an ob-

servation that some states and state transitions in the processor control FSM (finite

state machine) occur much more frequently than others. Thusby protecting against

faults which will manifest as errors in these states and state transitions, we will be
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able to protect against majority of transient faults which will manifest as errors.

We also provide a designer specified option for varying the amount of protection

provided thereby varying the area overhead incurred. This is useful for mainstream

processors which aim to meet the reliability specificationsat as low a cost as possi-

ble.

If for any given application, the reliability metrics provided by the underly-

ing hardware (the processor used) do not meet the specifications of that application,

software level fault tolerance mechanisms need to be employed. This is especially

true for the increasing number of low-cost safety critical applications, such as those

in the automotive and biomedical fields. In such applications, it is attractive to use

the custom off the shelf (COTS) processors (designed for mainstream applications)

to reduce the cost. However, the amount of reliability provided by these processors

is not sufficient to meet the specifications of these applications. Hence, software

level fault tolerance mechanisms which do not require any modifications to the

hardware are required to increase the reliability. This dissertation concentrates on a

category of errors called control-flow errors (CFEs). A control-flow error is said to

have occurred if the sequence of instructions executed by the processor under the

effect of a fault is different from the fault-free sequence.Anywhere between 33%

[93] to 77% [107] of transient faults are shown to manifest themselves as CFEs de-

pending on the type of the processor. Chapter 3 explains in detail control-flow errors

and shows, with the help of experiments, how they affect the software running on a

processor. It then describes techniques proposed in the past to detect these errors.

Software techniques to detect the errors involve maintaining and updating run-time
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variables to reflect the control-flow of the software and thenmonitoring these vari-

ables to detect any control-flow violations. These techniques either provide high

protection against the errors or incur a high performance overhead. In Chapter 4, we

present rules for maintaining and updating the runtime variables such that very high

percentage detection of control-flow errors can be achievedwhile incurring a low

overhead. A technique using these rules was implemented using GCC (a commonly

used C compiler) and applied on SPEC benchmark programs [47]. Fault injection

experiments performed show the effectiveness of the technique when compared to

previously proposed ones.

The control-flow error detection technique proposed in Chapter 4 incurs

lower overhead than other techniques which have been previously proposed. How-

ever, even with this technique, the performance overhead can be as high as 50%

for some programs. Such high performance overhead may not betolerated in some

real-time systems which have hard time deadlines to meet. Some embedded sys-

tems may have limited storage memory and the high memory overheads incurred

by the techniques (can be as high as 100%) may not be tolerated. For such sys-

tems, it is necessary to provide as much protection as possible while incurring only

permissible performance and memory overheads. Chapter 5 tackles this problem.

It proposes two algorithms of trading off fault coverage forlower overheads. A

hybrid algorithm combining the two algorithms is also proposed. These algorithms

are generic and can be applied on top of any software based control-flow error de-

tection technique (not just the one proposed in Chapter 4). Using these algorithms,

it is shown that more than 75% reduction in overheads can be achieved with just
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1% drop-off in coverage.

Detection of errors, dealt with in Chapters 4 and 5, is only a part of the

fault tolerance effort. Once we detect an error, we need to recover from it. Usu-

ally, checkpoints [96] are used to achieve this. Checkpointing involves storing the

program state at regular intervals in a separate memory location. When an error

is detected, the previously checkpointed program state is loaded into the processor

and execution restarts from that state. There are two problems associated with this

scheme - the overhead for regularly storing the program state and the time taken for

recovering from an error (time to load the state and to execute from the loaded state

to the point at which the error occurred). For many real-timesystems with hard

deadlines, such overheads may be unacceptable. Chapter 6 proposes a solution to

this problem. It describes a way of recovering from control-flow errors without

the need for checkpointing. The proposed solution is applied along with a modi-

fied version of the control-flow error detection technique proposed in Chapter 4 on

SPEC and MiBench benchmark programs. It has been shown with the help of error

injection experiments that errors can be recovered within 1micro-second and that

more than 90% of the errors can be recovered correctly. The solution proposed can

be used in conjunction with data error correction techniques such as those proposed

in [21], [30], and [48].

Finally, Chapter 7 provides conclusions to the research described in this

document. It also lays some groundwork for future research.
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Chapter 2

Low-cost approach to concurrent error detection in
processor control logic

Transient faults in the combinational logic are projected to become a domi-

nant source of failures in processors (Section 1.2). Techniques to detect these faults

in combinational logic mainly consist of using some sort of encoding. Residue

codes have been found to be very effective in detecting faults in data-path circuits.

For control logic circuits, codeword based schemes have been proposed. Codes like

parity [86, 108, 117], Berger [53], and Bose-Lin [29] are predicted for the outputs

of the circuit and the codes of real-time outputs are matchedagainst the predicted

codes. These techniques try to detect all modeled faults in the circuit and incur

high overheads. They are viable for mission critical applications where reliability

is of primary concern and area, timing and power take second place. They cannot

be applied to mainstream processors due to the high overheadincurred. This chap-

ter describes a technique for concurrent error detection (CED) in processor control

logic which can be applied to mainstream processors. It doesnot attempt to detect

all the modeled faults like the above methods. Rather, it tries to detect most of the

errors at a reasonable overhead. This is useful for mainstream applications which

have cost as the primary design constraint, and which do not have the same stringent

FIT (Failure In Time) requirements as the mission critical applications [77].
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The technique presented in this chapter takes advantage of the fact that tran-

sient faults in gates along some paths in the combinational logic are much more

likely than others to propagate to an architectural state (and manifest themselves as

errors) under normal running of the processor. Thus by protecting against faults in

these paths, the majority of the errors can be protected against. The technique au-

tomatically extracts the control conditions (input value combinations) under which

these paths are sensitized and converts these conditions into assertions. Each as-

sertion is an implication from the control conditions to thevalue of an output. De-

pending on the area overhead budget and the required transient error reduction, a

subset of the extracted assertions can be selected for CED.

The work presented here is similar to the work presented in [32] in the

sense that outputs are predicted for a few input combinations. As opposed to this

technique, the present work does not make any assumptions asto the duration of

transient faults and has a very low latency. The work presented here can be con-

sidered a more fine grained approach than the concept of architectural vulnerability

factor (AVF) [78]. Instead of just determining which modules are more vulnerable,

we determine which flops in these modules are the most vulnerable and protect the

combinational logic which feeds these flops. Similar to the work presented here,

[77] also proposes to provide partial protection dependingon the area overhead

constraint. The present work differs in the way the partial protection is achieved

and experiments are performed to compare the effectivenessof these two propos-

als. The results of these experiments are discussed later onin the chapter.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 gives an overview
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram for the proposed CED

of the proposed technique and provides an insight as to why high fault escape re-

ductions can be obtained with a few assertions. Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 provide

a detailed discussion about the technique. Section 2.4 describes the experiments

performed on an industrial processor and Section 2.5 summarizes this chapter.

2.1 Overview

In this section, we will present an overview of the proposed technique. The

technique protects the combinational portion of the circuit against transient errors.

Figure 2.1 shows a circuit which has CED capability. The technique introduces an

Assertion Checkerwhich takes as inputs the inputs and the outputs of the combina-

tional circuit and which gives out a signal whether they conform to a series of asser-

tions. Each assertion is an implication of the formantecedent =⇒ consequent

(if antecedent is true, then consequent is true). The antecedent in each assertion is
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a minterm on a subset of inputs to the circuit. All the inputs need not be part of

the antecedent. In many cases, the antecedent is a minterm onjust one or two of

the inputs. The consequent in each assertion is a literal of an output of the circuit.

For example, the following would be a valid assertion according to our technique:

i2i3′ =⇒ o5, wherei2 and i3 are two of the inputs to the circuit ando5 is an

output of the circuit. This assertion states thato5 should have a value of1 when

i2 = 1 andi3 = 0. An assertion will detect all the faults which propagate to the

output in the consequent when the antecedent is true. The above example assertion

will detect all faults propagating too5 wheni2, i3 = 1, 0.

In testing terminology, the antecedent of an assertion would form a test

vector for a stuck-at fault for the output in the consequent.In the above example,

i2 = 1 andi3 = 0 would form a test vector for a stuck-at-0 fault ato5. In fact, any

test vector which detects any stuck-at fault at an output of the combinational circuit

can be converted into an assertion on that output.

An assertion can also be viewed as checking for a subset of thetruth table

for the corresponding output. The above example checks for that subset of theo5

truth table which hasi2 = 1 andi3 = 0.

In order to keep the overhead for concurrent error detectionto a minimum,

we need to select the minimal set of assertions such that the required transient

fault coverage is achieved. To assist us in selecting the assertions to be included

in the assertion checker, we use transient fault simulations using sample segments

of real applications and take into consideration only the faults which propagate

all the way to the architectural states of the processor. This differs from the ex-
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Table 2.1: Distribution of input vectors of combinational portion of an example
module

Number of unique % of total vectors
vectors (703547 vectors)

32 50
397 75
5392 90
37175 95
65317 99
72353 100

Figure 2.2: Asymmetry among flops contributing to faults which propagate to pri-
mary outputs

perimental methodology followed in almost all previous CEDschemes proposed

[29, 53, 77, 86, 108, 117], where random vectors are used as inputs of the combina-

tional circuits and all the faults which propagate to the outputs of the combinational

portion are considered important. The methodology followed in this paper is similar

to the one used in [82] for logic derating.

The effectiveness of an assertion in detecting transient faults which propa-

gate to the primary outputs varies widely depending on the following factors.
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1. Faults in some paths are more likely to propagate and latchon to sequential

elements than others. In the control-logic of a processor, the distribution of

vectors applied at run-time to the inputs of the combinational portion (pri-

mary inputs as well as outputs of latches/flops) is highly skewed. A small

subset of input vectors is applied for a large percentage of clock cycles. This

is due to the fact that some state transitions in the finite state machine (FSM)

of a control logic module are more common than others. Additionally, some

input combinations are invalid and hence cannot occur. As a result, some

paths in the circuit are more often exercised than others. Transient faults in

these paths are more likely to propagate to the outputs of thecombinational

part of the circuit and hence to the inputs of the sequential elements (latches

and flops). To show their skewed nature, we collected vectorsthat were ap-

plied at the inputs of the combinational portions of a control logic module

(module3in Table 2.3) during 703547 cycles. The module has 390 inputsto

the combinational portion. We collected these vectors fromtraces of sample

programs running on the processor. The unique vectors are sorted according

to the number of times they occur and their distribution is shown in Table 2.1.

The 703547 vectors have a total of 72353 unique vectors. The asymmetri-

cal nature of the vectors can be seen from the table. Just 32 unique vectors

contribute to about 50% of all the vectors.

2. Due to clock gating, bit-flips at inputs at some of the sequential elements are

more likely to get latched on than others.

3. Bit flips in certain sequential elements are more likely toaffect the archi-
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tectural states of the processor than others. Bit flips in latches (flops) may

be masked logically in the combinational portion which prevents them from

propagating to the architectural states. Due to asymmetry in the vectors ap-

plied at the inputs of combinational logic, bit flips in some latches are more

likely to propagate to the next level of latches. For example, if the output

of a latch is fed to an AND gate whose other input is predominantly 0, a bit

flip in that latch has a very low probability of propagating. The greater the

pipeline distance between a latch and the architectural states, the more prob-

able it is that a bit flip in that latch is masked. To show the asymmetry in the

importance of latches in terms of bit flips in them propagating, we randomly

injected transient faults in the sequential elements of themodules listed in

Table 2.3. We then marked the faults which propagate to the primary out-

puts of the module in which each of those modules is instantiated. We sorted

the sequential elements according the number of faults in the elements which

propagate to the architectural states and Figure 2.2 shows the results. We can

see that bit flips in just 5% of the flops contribute to more than90% of all the

faults propagating to the primary outputs.

The net effect of the above observations is that some assertions detect more transient

faults propagating to the architectural states of the processor than others. An effec-

tive assertion is one whose consequent is on a combinationaloutput which feeds a

vulnerable latch. The antecedent of the assertion will cover the most common sub-

set of the output truth table. The next few sections deal withhow we automatically

extract such assertions based on fault simulations on the circuit.
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Table 2.2: Propagation of CAs for an AND gate
i1i2 00 01 10 11

CAo CA1 + CA2 CA1 CA2 CA1.CA2

2.2 Algorithm for assertion extraction

This section describes the algorithm for extracting all theassertions which

are valid for a particular input vector. In the next section,we integrate this algorithm

with the rest of the flow for finding the minimal set of assertions. For ease of

explanation, we define the termcontrol assignment(CA). For any particular vector,

theCA for any net in the circuit defines the assignments of values toinputs which

guarantee the current value of the net (value of the net when the current input vector

is applied). In testing terminology, each assignment of values can be considered a

different controllability condition which is true for the current vector. ACA is in

sum of products (SOP) format where each product defines a different controllability

condition. A CA of i1 + i2′ for a net means that the net is guaranteed to have

the current value ifi1 = 1 or if i2 = 0. Additionally, i1 and i2 have values

1 and0 in the current vector. A product in the control assignment for an output

of the combinational circuit is a test vector for stuck-at fault at that output since

propagation condition is also met (in addition to controlling condition).

If we know theCAs of all the inputs of any gate, theCA of its output can

be calculated according to the rules stated below.

1. If the gate has at least one controlling input, theCA of the output is the sum

of CAs of all the gate inputs which have controlling values.
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2. If the gate has all non-controlling values at the inputs, theCA of the output

is the product ofCAs of all the gate inputs.

Table 2.2 illustrates the propagation ofCAs for anAND gate with inputsi1 and

i2. CA1, CA2 andCAo represent theCAs of i1, i2 and the output of the gate. The

propagation tables for other types of gates can be similarlyobtained.

We will now present an algorithm for extracting the assertions on the outputs

of the circuit for a given vector. Initially, all the nets in the circuit are ordered

topologically (all inputs of a gate are listed before the output of the gate). For each

net in the ordered list, do the following.

1. If the net is an input of the circuit, theCA of the net is the positive literal

of the net if the net has a value1 in the simulation vector. TheCA is the

negative literal of the net if it has a value0.

2. If the net is not an input to the circuit, calculate theCA of the net from the

CAs of the inputs of the gate driving the net according to the rules stated

above.

3. Convert theCA into theSOP format if it is not already in the format.

4. Trim theCA to contain only those products which have number of literals

lesser than(n + thresh), wheren is the minimum number of literals in all

the products andthresh is a parameter of the algorithm.

Assertions on the outputs of the circuit are then extracted as follows. Each product

in the outputCA can be made an antecedent of a different assertion on that output.
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Figure 2.3: Example control assignment propagation

If the output has a value0, then the consequent of the assertions will be the negative

literal of the output. It will be the positive literal of the output otherwise.

We need to trim theCAs of the nets (step 4 in the algorithm above) to

prevent the explosion of the number of terms in theCAs calculated subsequently

from thisCA. We trim away the products which have a large number of literals.

The intuition behind this trimming is that the lesser the number of literals in the

antecedent of any assertion, the more probable it is to occurvery often and hence

the more probable it is to be picked among the most effective assertions. On the

other hand, trimming away some of the products may lead to dropping some of the

assertions which may detect a large number of transient faults.

Figure 2.3 gives an example circuit and shows how the controlassignments

are propagated. Each net in the circuit is accompanied by thetuple (net name,

value, control assignment). The circuit has inputsa, b, c andd and an outputy. A

vector0001 is applied to the circuit. The calculated control assignments are given

in the figure. TheAND gate gives an example of howCAs are propagated when
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both gate inputs are controlling. The output gate gives an example of howCAs are

propagated when both gate inputs are non-controlling. The outputy has aCA of

a′d + b′d. Two assertions can then be extracted for the given vector,(a′d =⇒ y′)

and(b′d =⇒ y′).

2.3 Algorithm for low-cost CED

In this section, we describe the algorithm for constructingthe assertion

checker for a given circuit. The algorithm takes as inputs the description of the

circuit and the functional vectors applied to the circuit. The algorithm works for a

given target reduction in fault escapes. A fault escape is a fault which propagates to

the architectural state of the processor without being detected. In the absence of any

concurrent error detection (CED), all the faults which propagate to the architectural

states are fault escapes. In presence of CED, some of these faults are detected and

hence there is a reduction in the number of fault escapes. Thetarget reduction in

fault escapes that is required is given as a parameter to the algorithm. Given below

are the steps involved in implementing the algorithm.

Step 1: Performing fault simulations and building fault database. In this

step we injectm transient faults in each cycle of the functional vectors, wherem is

a parameter of the algorithm. The transient faults are injected in the combinational

portion of the design according to any given fault model (single-event transients,

cross-talk faults etc.). We set as observation points the architectural state as well as

the outputs of combinational portions. For each fault whichpropagates to the archi-

tectural state, we note the outputs of the combinational portion to which the fault
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propagates before being first latched on to a sequential element. For these faults,

we store the vector, the fault site, and the outputs of the combinational portion to

which the fault propagates in a fault database. Since we store only the faults which

propagate to the architectural state, we automatically consider the various masking

factors mentioned in Section 2.1.

Step 2: Extracting assertions. For each unique vector in the fault database,

we extract assertions as described in Section 2.2 for all combinational outputs to

which any fault injected in that vector propagates to.

Step 3: Building the assertion database. For each extracted assertion, we

find out all the faults which are detected by that assertion. An assertion detects a

fault if the antecedent of the assertion holds true for the vector in which the fault

is injected and the fault propagates to the output in the consequent of the assertion.

We store the list of assertions and the faults they detect in an assertion database.

Step 4: Picking top assertions for a given reduction in fault escapes. Ide-

ally we would like to pick the minimal number of assertions for detecting a given

number of faults. This problem is similar to the set-covering problem and is NP-

complete. We employ a simple greedy approximation algorithm to pick assertions

for a given reduction in fault escapes. The target number of faults required to be

detected for achieving the target reduction in fault escapes is calculated. The asser-

tions are greedily picked till the target number of faults isdetected.

Step 5: Constructing the assertion checker. Once the assertions needed for

a given reduction in fault escapes are picked, the assertionchecker is constructed
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Table 2.3: Details of modules used for evaluation
Module Number of Number of Number of Number of

Combinational Sequential Inputs Outputs
Gates Elements

module1 1509 378 64 108
module2 1314 363 79 108
module3 1692 435 100 194
module4 495 177 49 27
module5 2602 773 76 110

by synthesizing the conjunction of all the individual assertions. We considered two

different implementations for synthesizing the assertionchecker - a totally self-

checking checker and a self-exercising strongly code-disjoint checker [83]. A dual-

rail implementation is used for synthesizing the self-checking checker. For the self-

exercising checker, during the test phase, all the antecedents are forced to be true

and the consequents are forced to be false one after the other. This implementation

takes advantage of the fact that the assertion checker is theconjunction of all the

individual assertions to obtain a low-overhead self-exercising checker.

2.4 Experimental results

The algorithm presented in this chapter was evaluated on fiverandom con-

trol logic modules in the integer execution unit of an industrial processor. The

modules -module1, module2, module3, module4 andmodule5 - are instantiated

in the execution unit of the processor. The details of these modules are given in

Table 2.3.

An in-house transient fault simulator was used for all the fault simulations.
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Table 2.4: % Area overhead for different target fault escapereductions for partial
duplication (PD), proposed technique as a dual-rail checker (PT-D) and proposed
technique as a self-exercising checker (PT-S)

50% reduction 75% reduction 90% reduction
PD PT-D PT-S PD PT-D PT-S PD PT-D PT-S

module1 0.9 0.6 0.7 1.6 0.8 0.9 8.7 4.4 4.4
module2 0.9 0.6 0.7 8.3 8.4 7.8 51.2 38.8 31.4
module3 4.8 1.8 1.9 8.6 4.2 4.1 21.6 15.2 13
module4 12.3 9.2 10.1 15.9 14.8 15.7 25.5 20.8 20.7
module5 1.9 2.0 1.9 7.4 5.6 4.8 14.4 10.8 8.8

95%reduction 99% reduction
PD PT-D PT-S PD PT-D PT-S

module1 33.9 18 14.6 60.6 47.6 36
module2 67.5 64.2 48.5 90.1 106.2 77.5
module3 53.9 26.4 22.6 82.9 71.2 53.2
module4 27.1 25.4 24.9 30.9 31.8 31.1
module5 18.1 13.6 11.2 23.4 16.2 13.8

The vectors used for fault simulation are functional tracesextracted when running

programs on the processor simulation model. 416 different functional traces with

a total of 703547 vectors are used. For each transient fault to be injected a fault

site was chosen randomly among all the nets in a module and thevalue at the net

during a given cycle was corrupted. 5 transient faults were injected per cycle (≈

3.5 million faults in total) for each module considered. A fault was considered to

escape if it propagates to the primary outputs of the execution unit. An implicit

assumption here is that the faults which propagate to the primary outputs of the

execution unit are going to affect the architectural state of the processor.

The entire algorithm for extracting and picking assertionsis written in perl.

The program was run 5 times for each module with target fault escape reductions
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of 50%, 75%, 90%, 95%, and 99%. Synopsys Design Analyzer was used to synthe-

size the modules. The assertion checkers (both self-checking and self-exercising)

for each reduction target for each module were implemented and the area overheads

were calculated. The technology library used is the lsi10k library distributed along

with Synopsys Design Compiler. For comparison purposes, the partial duplica-

tion technique described in [77] was also implemented on allfive of the modules

for the given target fault escape reductions. Consistent with our methodology, we

considered only the faults which escape instead of considering all the faults which

propagate to the outputs of combinational logic.

Table 2.4 shows the area overhead results for partial duplication (PD), the

proposed technique with dual rail implementation (PT-D) and with self-exercising

implementation (PT-S) when achieving different fault escape reductions. The av-

erage area overheads for different fault escape targets areplotted in Figure 2.4. It

can be seen that high amount of fault escape reductions can beobtained with a low

area overhead. On an average, 50% fault escape reduction canbe obtained with just

3% overhead. This number increases to 54% for PT-D and 42% forPT-S when the

target fault escape reduction is 99%. It can be seen from the figure that compared

to partial duplication technique, the average area overhead of the proposed tech-

nique with dual rail implementation is always lower. Further area savings can be

obtained if just a self-exercising checker is needed. For a target fault escape reduc-

tion of 95%, dual rail implementation is 25% better than partial duplication and the

self-exercising implementation is 40% better.

It is to be noted that the area overhead numbers for partial duplication (PD
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Figure 2.4: Average area overhead over different fault escape reductions

in the table) are very low compared to the results presented in the original paper

[77]. This difference can be attributed to the differences in selection methodology

followed. In this work, we performed fault simulations using traces from real pro-

grams instead of using random vectors at the inputs of combinational logic. We

also considered only the faults which escape to the primary outputs of the execu-

tion unit instead of considering all the faults which propagate to the outputs of the

combinational logic.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, a low overhead algorithm for detecting transient faults in

the control logic of a processor has been presented. The algorithm takes advantage

of the following properties of the control logic to yield a low-overhead checker -
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asymmetry in the paths which are exercised at real-time and the asymmetry in the

propagation of bit-flips in individual flops to the architectural state of the processor.

An assertion checker is automatically constructed using the architectural traces of

real programs. The checker checks the outputs of a combinational circuit against a

subset of the truth table. The subset selected depends on theoverhead constraints of

the processor and the transient error reduction desired. This chapter also describes

the results of fault simulation experiments performed on five random control logic

modules of an industrial processor. Results show that more than 95% of all the

faults which manifest themselves as errors can be detected with an average area

overhead of just around 25%. This is more than 40% lower when compared with a

previously proposed work [77] for the same amount of fault detection.
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Chapter 3

Control-flow errors - definitions, effects and detection
approaches

If a fault occurs in a processor, it may or may not propagate tothe archi-

tectural state. If it propagates to the architectural state, the effect of the fault is

visible to the software running on the processor and thus, itmanifests itself as an

error. Such an error can be classified either as a control-flowerror or a data error

depending on its effect on the software running on the processor. If the sequence

of instructions executed by the processor changes due to thepresence of the error,

then the error is a control-flow error. Anywhere between 33% [93] to 77% [107] of

transient faults are shown to manifest themselves as control-flow errors depending

on the type of the processor. If the sequence of instructionsexecuted remains the

same, but the computation in these instructions is wrong dueto the error, the error

is classified as a data error.

In this chapter, we first introduce some terminology relatedto program con-

trol flow and control-flow errors that is used in this chapter as well as future ones

(Section 3.1). We then show using some experiments how control-flow errors affect

software running on the processor (applications as well as operating system) (Sec-

tion 3.2). We then discuss how these errors have been traditionally detected and
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then

if (foo)

a = 20;

b = 10;

c = 10; c = 30;

else

CFE
N1:

N2: N3:

N4:

P = (V,E)

V = {N1, N2, N3, N4}

E = {N1−>N2, N1−>N3, N2−>N4, N3−>N4}

succ(N1) = {N2, N3}, pred(N1) = {}

succ(N2) = {N4}, pred(N2) = {N1}

succ(N3} = {N4}, pred(N3) = {N1}

succ{N4} = {}, pred{N4} = {N2, N3}

if (foo) {

   c = 10;

}

else {

   c = 30;

}

b = 10;

(a) Program code

a = 20;

(b) Corresponding

program graph

(c) Program graph

attributes

Figure 3.1: Example control-flow graph

introduce the work that has been previously proposed in thisarea (Section 3.3).

3.1 Terminology

We introduce here some terminology that we use in this chapter as well as

in the rest of the document.

Control-flow error (CFE): A control-flow error is said to have occurred if the

sequence of instructions executed in presence of a fault is different from the fault

free sequence.

Program graph, P: P = {V, E} is a control-flow graph with a set of nodes,V =

{N1, N2, N3, .., Nm} and a set of directed edges,E = {e1, e2, ...., en}.

Node: A sequence of instructions in a program for which execution always begins

with the first instruction and ends with the last instructionof the sequence. There

is no branching instruction inside the node except possiblythe last instruction and
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there is no possible branching into the node except to the first instruction of the

node.

Edge: A directed edge between nodesNi andNj (denotedNi → Nj) representing

a possible execution ofNj after execution ofNi in the absence of any errors.Ni is

apredecessor of Nj andNj asuccessor of Ni.

Successor set, (succ(N)): The set of all successors of N.

Predecessor set, (pred(N)): The set of all predecessors of N.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the various program graph attributes described above.

Figure 3.1(b) shows the program graph of the example programgiven in Figure 3.1(a).

The attributes of this program graph are given in Figure 3.1(c). An example CFE

is shown in Figure 3.1(b). In this example, an illegal jump occurs, resulting in

’c = 30’ instruction being executed immediately after the instruction ’a = 20’. As

a result, the value of variablec will be 30 (instead of being10) even iffoo is true.

CFEs can be classified asinter-nodeandintra-nodeCFEs.

1. Inter-node CFEs occur if the program control before and after the illegal jump

resides in different nodes. The example CFE in Figure 3.1(b)is a inter-node

CFE.

2. Intra-node CFEs occur if the the program control before and after the illegal

jump resides in the same node. A CFE which bypasses the ’b = 10’ instruc-

tion would be an example of a intra-node CFE. The program control would

then still remain inN4 node, but the sequence of instructions executed is

different.
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3.2 Effect of CFEs on software

In this section, we examine the effect of CFEs on software. This software

can represent the application programs running on top of an operating system or the

operating system itself. We first describe the error models used for injecting CFEs

and describe the software error injection tool we used to inject the errors. We then

proceed to describe the experiments performed and analyze the results.

3.2.1 Error models used to simulate CFEs

Three different error models are used to simulate CFEs. To inject a CFE,

one of the error models is randomly picked and appropriate actions are performed.

The three error models used are

1. branch deletionsin which a jump instruction is ignored and treated as a nop,

2. branch creationsin which the value in the program counter (PC) correspond-

ing to any instruction is corrupted, and

3. branch operand changesin which the destination field of a jump instruction

is corrupted.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the three error models described above. CFE1 represents a

branch deletion CFE wherein the“jmp L2” instruction is treated as a nop and the

“add c, d, e” instruction is executed immediately afterwards.CFE2 represents

a branch creation CFE wherein an illegal branch is created after the“sub c, f, e”
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CFE3

add a, b, c
jmp L2
add c, d, e
mul a, d, c
sub c, e, f
cmp c, a
jeq L1
add c, d, e

L2:

L1:
CFE1

CFE2

Figure 3.2: Illustration of CFE simulation models

instruction.CFE3 represents a branch operand change CFE wherein the destina-

tion field of the“jeq L1” instruction is corrupted and the instruction results in a

jump to another instruction. It is to be noted that as a resultof a CFE, the program

counter need not point only to an address within the program space as shown in the

illustrations. It could point to any random address as the result of the corruptions.

3.2.2 Control-flow error injection

The control-flow error injection framework is built on top ofFiesta [63], an

in-house software error injection tool based on GDB. GDB (GNU Debugger) [39]

is the standard debugger for the GNU software system. It is a portable debugger

that runs on many Unix-like systems and works for many programming languages,

including Ada, C, C++, FreeBASIC, and Fortran. It supports many processors in-

cluding Alpha, ARM, AVR, H8/300, System/370, System 390, X86 and X86-64,

IA-64 ”Itanium”, Motorola 68000, MIPS, PA-RISC, PowerPC, SuperH, SPARC,

and VAX.
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Fiesta uses the debugging features available in GDB to simulate control-

flow errors. Using Fiesta, a control-flow error is injected ina software program as

described below.

1. Randomly select a error model (branch deletions, branch creations, or branch

operand changes) to simulate.

2. Randomly select an instruction in the program at which theerror will be

injected. If a branch deletion or branch operand change error model is picked,

a branch instruction needs to be selected.

3. The instruction selected may be executed many times during the course of the

program execution. Randomly select the execution of the instruction during

which the error is to be injected. Let the error be injected during thenth

execution of the instruction.

4. Start GDB and load the program in which a CFE is to be injected.

5. Insert a breakpoint at the selected instruction.

6. Run the program. The program will stop executing at each execution of the

selected instruction.

7. Continue execution of the program(n − 1) times. At thenth execution of

the instruction, inject appropriate error as described below depending on the

error model selected.
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(a) Branch deletion: Set program counter to the address of the next instruc-

tion.

(b) Branch creation: Flip a random bit in the program counter.

(c) Branch operand change: Flip a random bit in the destination of the

branch instruction.

8. Continue execution of the program and observe the effect of the error. If an

exception is raised, then the hardware/operating system detected the error. If

no exception is raised, compare the output of the program with the error-free

output.

The errors simulated are then categorized according to their effect on the software.

The categories considered are described below.

1. OS : These errors are detected by the operating system or by the hardware.

Errors leading to segmentation faults, illegal instruction traps etc., come un-

der this category.

2. AD : These errors are detected by the software detection mechanisms em-

ployed. Errors detected by control-flow error detection techniques come un-

der this category.

3. WA : These errors are undetected and lead to wrong answers. Theseerrors

need to be minimized for increased fault tolerance.

4. CA : The program generates correct results in spite of these errors and the

errors are not detected by any error detection technique employed.
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Original
Benchmark OS WA CA OS - Detected by the Operating System

parser 61.3 16.9 21.8
gzip 59.9 18.4 21.7 WA - Undetected errors leading to

ammp 59 17.1 23.9 wrong answers
twolf 63.2 10.4 26.4

equake 64.9 12.5 22.6 CA - Correct answers

Table 3.1: Fault injection experiment results on application software

3.2.3 Effect on application software

Five SPEC2000 benchmark programs [47] – ‘parser’, ‘gzip’, ‘ammp’, ‘twolf’

and ‘equake’ – were used for examining the effects of CFEs on application soft-

ware. Experiments were performed using the error simulation methodology de-

scribed above in Section 3.2.2. 1000 CFEs were simulated foreach program con-

sidered.

Table 3.1 shows the results of the error injection experiments performed

on the 5 benchmark programs. Each errors is categorized as ‘OS’, ‘WA’, or ‘CA’

depending on whether the error is detected by the operating system/hardware, is

undetected and results in incorrect results or if it has no effect on the program

results. The average case distribution of effect of control-flow errors among these

categories is plotted in Figure 3.3. It can be seen that on an average, 61.7% of all

control-flow errors were detected by the operating system. These errors resulted in

the program crashes. 15.1% of errors led to the program generating wrong answers.

The aim of the error detection techniques is to reduce this percentage. The rest

23.3% of errors did not have any effect on the program result.
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Figure 3.3: Effect of control-flow errors on application software (average case)

3.2.4 Effect on operating system

For evaluating the effect of control-flow errors on an operating system, we

used the user-mode linux (UML) virtual machine [31]. UML is an enhancement

made to the linux kernel so that it can run on another linux kernel (host linux kernel),

as a set of user processes. We used the UML built for linux kernel version 2.6.24

for the purpose of our evaluations. The advantage of injecting errors in the UML

virtual machine as opposed to injecting them in a host kernelis two-fold.

1. If the operating system hangs or crashes as a result of an error, the computer

need not be rebooted if the error is injected in the virtual machine. The virtual

machine process just needs to be run again. This makes automated error

injection possible.

2. The error injecting software can run as a separate processon the host ker-

nel independent of the virtual machine process. Thus, the errors injected in

the virtual machine will not influence the error injection and error logging
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processes.

Linux kernel code can be divided into architecture independent and architec-

ture dependent portions. Architecture independent code performs the basic kernel

actions and interfaces with the underlying hardware through the architecture depen-

dent code. For each new architecture that needs to be supported, it is sufficient if

architecture dependent code is developed to interface withthe new hardware. The

architecture independent code can be reused.

The architecture dependent code in UML emulates the hardware by using

the services provided by the host linux kernel. This hardware emulation is transpar-

ent to the architecture independent portion of UML, which runs as if it is interfacing

directly with the real hardware. This allows UML to be run on the host kernel as a

user process.

All the user processes that need to be run in the UML environment are run

directly on the host kernel. All system calls from these processes (to the host ker-

nel) are intercepted by UML and redirected to the UML kernel.This is achieved

using the ptrace system call tracing facility available in linux. Similarly, all traps

and signals that need to be delivered to the processes are delivered by the UML ker-

nel. The effect of these redirected calls and traps is that the hardware emulation is

transparent to the user processes and as such, all applications that run on the native

kernel will run in the UML virtual machine in the same way.

UML provides kernel debugging support with GDB and we used this feature

to observe the effect of control-flow errors on the linux kernel. We ran UML as a
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user process on top of a host linux kernel and injected CFEs inthe UML kernel

(architecture independent part) using GDB. For each error that needs to be injected,

the UML virtual machine was run once. Each run of the UML consisted of

1. booting and logging-in using a clean file system1,

2. executing adpcm, blowfish, ispell, jpeg, patricia, and susan MiBench bench-

mark programs [43],

3. executing a checking script which checks if the outputs ofthe above runs

were correct, and

4. exiting from the UML.

The errors were injected into the UML kernel using the injection procedure de-

scribed in Section 3.2.2.

We injected 300 control-flow errors in the linux kernel and Figure 3.4 shows

the evaluation results. 54.7% of the errors resulted in the operating system crash-

ing due to segmentation faults, illegal instruction faults, and arithmetic exceptions.

9.3% of the errors resulted in the system exiting in kernel panic mode. These are

errors which were detected in the consistency checks withinthe kernel code itself.

2.7% of errors resulted in the operating system hanging due to some infinite loop

being executed within the kernel. The rest of the errors (33.3%) had no effect on

the working of the operating system. This is an optimistic estimate since some

1A clean filesystem is necessary to ensure that previously injected errors do not affect the current
run.
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Figure 3.4: Effect of control-flow errors on the linux operating system

of these errors may have corrupted the operating system datastructures and these

corruptions may have remained dormant for the UML workload considered. They

may have affected the operating system functionality if other workloads were con-

sidered.

3.3 CFE detection techniques

Detection of CFEs has been a topic of research for long and many tech-

niques have been proposed to solve this problem. Initial research in this area fo-

cused on having some sort of hardware redundancy to detect these errors. Design

duplication, either full duplication or partial duplication [8], will detect control-

flow errors along with detecting other types of errors. A watchdog processor is

also used for detecting CFEs and as such, a lot of research concentrated on this

topic. A watchdog processor [69, 70, 72] is a small and simpleco-processor used

to perform concurrent system-level error detection by monitoring the behavior of
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Main Processor

Address Bus

Main Memory

Watchdog

Data Bus

Figure 3.5: Error detection using a watchdog

the main processor. Figure 3.5 shows a typical error detection architecture using a

watchdog processor. A watchdog program is first loaded onto the watchdog pro-

cessor. The watchdog program describes the characteristics of the software being

run on the processor. When the software is running on the processor, the watchdog

monitors the processor buses and collects relevant information. It matches this in-

formation with the characteristics described in the watchdog program and raises an

error flag if it detects a mismatch.

The watchdog has been predominantly used to check the control-flow vio-

lations in the software [35, 51, 58, 70, 79, 80, 112, 113, 115,126]. It has also been

used to check memory access behavior [81], the control signals [28], and the rea-

sonableness of the results [99]. To detect control-flow errors, the software is first

represented graphically as a control-flow graph as described in Section 3.1 and the
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relation between nodes and edges is extracted2. Each node is then assigned a sig-

nature. The signatures and the relationships between them are fed to the watchdog

as a watchdog program. When the software is executing on the main processor, the

watchdog concurrently computes the node signature. In someschemes, the main

processor explicitly passes on the node signature to the watchdog processor instead

of the watchdog computing it. The watchdog then checks to seeif this node signa-

ture follows the specification provided in the watchdog program. Any discrepancy

will lead to an error flag being raised.

The way a node signature is computed has a huge impact on the CFE detec-

tion capability. In some techniques [58, 70, 126], the node signatures are assigned

arbitrarily. Such techniques are calledassigned-signature control-flow checking

techniques and they are successful in detecting inter-nodeCFEs. Intra-node CFEs

cannot be detected by such techniques. In other techniques [35, 79, 80, 112, 113,

115], the node signatures are derived from instructions within the node. These

techniques are calledderived-signature control-flow checkingtechniques and are

successful in detecting intra-node CFEs. Most of them are also successful in de-

tecting inter-node CFEs.

Compared to duplication, using watchdog processors for detecting CFEs is

cheaper due to lower complexity of the watchdog. Moreover, the checking circuitry

is totally independent of the checked circuitry. This provides protection against

2Some CFE detection techniques use a different definition of node than the one given in this
document. A node has been defined as a single statement, as a branch-free sequence of instructions,
as a loop-free sequence of instructions, or as a single procedure.
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common or related errors because of design diversity [10].

The watchdog processors, however, need access to the instructions which

are being executed by the processor. This is not possible in the modern cache-

based systems where the address bus is internal. Additionally, one needs to load

the watchdog program into the watchdog processor in advancefor all the software

that is going to run on the processor. Thus, online updating of software becomes

cumbersome since the watchdog program also needs to be updated.

Hardware-assisted techniques [11, 97] propose to modify the processor hard-

ware to add special instructions for CFE detection. The software is then modified

to use these instructions to make it fault-tolerant. Such techniques require modifi-

cations to the hardware and are thus inherently costly sincespecial processors need

to be built.

Software-only techniques for detecting CFEs [5, 40, 71, 91,92, 120] have

been proposed to circumvent the limitations posed by watchdog-based and hardware-

assisted CFE detection techniques. Extra code is inserted in the software to perform

the CFE detection. These techniques are low-cost since theydo not involve the use

of any extra hardware. They also can be used on modern processors and online

updates of software can be performed easily. Software-onlytechniques, however,

have two limitations compared to the use of watchdog processors. They do not at-

tempt to detect intra-node CFEs. The checked circuitry alsoperforms the checking.

Thus, it is possible that a fault prevents the detection of a CFE by affecting the

checking instructions. A typical software-based checkingof control-flow violation

is described below in Section 3.3.1.
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3.3.1 Typical software based CFE detection

There have been several software-only techniques proposedfor the problem

of detecting control-flow errors. Prominent among techniques proposed in recent

past are Enhanced Control-flow Checking Using Assertions (ECCA) [5], Control

Flow Checking by Software Signatures (CFCSS) [91], Assertions for Control Flow

Checking (ACFC) [120], and Yet Another Control-flow Checking using Assertions

(YACCA) [40]. These techniques and others propose to detectillegal jumps result-

ing in an inter-node CFE. They do not attempt to detect any intra-node CFEs. In

this section, we describe how software based CFE detection is typically achieved in

the above techniques.

A typical CFE detection technique maintains one or more run time signature

registers. LetS be the set of run time registers.S is continuously updated and

verified as the program is running and any inter-node CFE is detected. A tool

which implements the technique statically adds extra instructions to achieve this.

At compile time, the tool first parses the program and builds its program graph

as shown in Figure 3.1. It then assigns signatures to each point (inside the nodes

and along the edges) in the program graph. These signatures are values thatS is

expected to have at run time when execution reaches corresponding points in the

program. At run time, letS be legal if it equals its expected value andillegal

otherwise.

Once the signatures are assigned, the tool then inserts extra instructions for

updatingS at the beginning (ECCA, CFCSS, ACFC, and YACCA) and end (ECCA

and YACCA) of each node. It also inserts instructions to continuously check the
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Soundness:
Ub(S) = S3 if S=S1 or S=S2

Ue(S) = S4 if S=S3

Completeness:
Ub(S) != S3 if S!=S1 and S!=S2

Ue(S) != S4 if S!=S3[S4]

[S1]

S = Ub(S)

S = Ue(S)

[S3]

S1, S2, S3, S4 : assigned signatures

Ub, Ue: signature update functions

[S2]

Figure 3.6: Typical CFE detection

legalityof S. The update instructions are such thatS is legalafter the update ifS is

legal before the update.S is assigned its expected value at the start of the program

execution. Thus, during normal operation,S is legal through out the execution and

no error is flagged. This makes all CFE detection techniquessound, i.e. no error

is flagged if no error has occurred. The signature assignmentpolicy, the update

operations performed and the check instructions are determined by the particular

technique. The nature of the update and check instructions implemented for a par-

ticular technique determines the performance and memory overheads associated

with it.

A completeCFE detection technique will flag an error for any inter-node

CFE that has occurred. In such a technique, any inter-node CFE would result inS
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beingillegal immediately after the CFE. Any update instructions will maintain the

illegality of S till the CFE is detected. Different techniques have different aliasing

probabilities and hence arecompleteto different extents. This determines the fault

coverage that can be obtained using the technique.

Figure 3.6 shows a typical CFE detection technique applied on a node. The

node has two incoming edges and one outgoing edge. The technique algorithm first

assigns signatures to the node and each of the edges (S1, S2, S3 andS4). It then

inserts instructions to update the signature registerS at the beginning and end of

the node. In the figure,Ub andUe represent the update functions at the beginning

and end of the node. Instructions to check the legality ofS are not shown in the

figure. The properties necessary forsoundnessandcompletenessare also shown.

As mentioned above, all techniques aresound. They arecompleteto various extents

depending on the aliasing possibilities.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, terminology related to control-flow errorsthat is used in the

rest of the document is given. The error models and the fault injection framework

used to simulate these errors are described. Experiments performed to determine

the effect of these errors on software running on a processorare described and

the experiment results detailed. Finally, common control-flow error detection tech-

niques that have been proposed in the past are described. Thenext few chapters

will describe how we improved upon the detection techniquesdescribed here and

also propose an automatic control-flow error correction technique.
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Chapter 4

Low-cost detection of control-flow errors

If a control-flow error (CFE) occurs when a piece of software is running,

the software may crash or it may produce wrong results, as discussed in Chapter 3.

Chapter 3 also discusses how these errors are typically detected in software. Promi-

nent among the previously proposed software control-flow checking methodolo-

gies are Enhanced Control-flow Checking Using Assertions (ECCA) [5], Control

Flow Checking by Software Signatures (CFCSS) [91], Assertions for Control Flow

Checking (ACFC) [120], and Yet Another Control-flow Checking Using Assertions

(YACCA) [40].

There is a tradeoff between the error coverage obtained and the associated

overhead incurred among different detection techniques, depending on the num-

ber of checks inserted and the aliasing allowed in the particular technique. The

techniques can be classified as either high overhead and highcoverage techniques

(ECCA and YACCA) or as low overhead and low coverage techniques (CFCSS

and ACFC). This chapter describes an enhanced control-flow checking technique,

Control-flow Error Detection through Assertions (CEDA), which aims to achieve

very high coverage while incurring very low overhead. CEDA achieves this by re-

stricting the signatures that can be assigned to a basic block according to a set of
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rules. These rules allow each update of the run-time signature to consist of just one

instruction and still avoid aliasing. This enables CEDA to achieve very highmethod

efficiency, a new metric which takes both error coverage as well as overhead into

consideration, compared to other techniques.

The widely used C compiler, GCC, is modified to include an additional

pass for implementing CEDA and the extra instructions associated with computing

and checking the run-time signature are automatically inserted into the application

code. The modification of a compiler for implementing CEDA offers language

portability and lower overhead compared with implementingusing a pre-processor.

Five SPEC2000 benchmark programs [47] are compiled with themodified GCC

and the error coverage is measured after performing error injection experiments.

The results are compared with those obtained with YACCA and CFCSS (which are

also implemented in our framework).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 introduces some

terminology and gives an overview of the algorithm and Section 4.2 gives a detailed

description of the technique. Section 4.3 describes the tool built for inserting the

assertions. Section 4.4 describes method efficiency, a new metric for comparing

different CFE detection techniques. Section 4.5 presents the experimental results

and Section 4.6 summarizes the chapter.

4.1 Overview of CEDA

In Section 3.1, we introduced the basic control-flow relatedterminology. In

this section, we will first introduce some more terminology that is used in this chap-
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ter.

Node type,NT : A node can either be a type A node or a type X node.

Type A node: A node is of type A if it has multiple predecessors and at leastone

of its predecessors has multiple successors.

Type X node: A node is of type X if it is not of type A.

Signature register, S:A run-time register which is continuously updated to moni-

tor the execution of the program.

Node Signature,NS: The expected value of S at any point within the node on

correct execution of the program.

Node Exit Signature,NES: The expected value of S on exiting the node on cor-

rect execution of the program.

In the proposed technique, instructions are statically added to the program

such that at run-time, S is continuously updated so as to monitor the execution of the

program. For this purpose, the target program is staticallyanalyzed and represented

as a program graph. For each of the nodes,NS andNES are statically assigned

according to some rules discussed later. Two parameters, d1and d2, are associated

with each node. These parameters are used to update S and are assigned values

statically such that S will be equal to its expected value at each point in the program

in the absence of any errors. The aim of the work presented here is to first assign

NS and NES of nodes such that any CFE is manifested as a difference in the

run-time value and the expected value of S, and then to detectall such differences

without any aliasing. In this work, only CFEs in which there is an illegal branch

across nodes are considered.
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S = S XOR d1

S = S XOR d2

c = 10;

a = 20;

if (foo) {

   c = 10;

}

else {

   c = 30;

}

b = 10;

(a) Program code

if (foo)

a = 20;

b = 10;

c = 10; c = 30;

then else

(b) Corresponding

program graph transformation

(c) Sample code 

CFE
N1:

N2: N3:

N4:

Figure 4.1: Example code transformation

At run-time, S is updated twice as each node is executed. At the beginning

of execution of a nodeNi, S is updated as follows:

S = S AND d1(Ni) if NT (Ni) = A

S = S XOR d1(Ni) if NT (Ni) = X

As a result of this update, the value of S should equal the expected value inside the

node, NS(Ni). At the end of execution of each nodeNi, S is updated as follows:

S = S XOR d2(Ni)

The value of S should equal NES(Ni), the expected exit signature, after this update.

Figure 4.1(a) shows a sample program and Figure 4.1(b) its corresponding

program graph. The dashed line in Figure 4.1(b) shows an example illegal branch.
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[S = 0110]

S = S XOR 1011

S = S XOR 0110

[S = 1011]

[S = 1101]

[S = 0111]

S = S XOR 1010

[S = 1101]

[S = 0101]

S = S XOR 1010

[S = 0110]

S = S XOR 1101

[S = 1011]

S = S AND 1100

[S = 1100]

S = S AND 1010

[S = 1010]

[S = 1111]

N1: N10: N11: N12:

N2: N13: N14:

[S = 0110]

S = S XOR 1011

[S = 1101]

[S = 0011]

S = S XOR 1110

[S = 1101]

[S = 0110]

S = S XOR 1011

[S = 1101]

[S = 0011]

S = S XOR 1101

[S = 1110]

S = S XOR 0110

[S = 1011]

S = S AND 1100

[S = 1100]

S = S XOR 0101

[S = 1011]

N3:

N5:

N4: N6: N7:

N8: N9:

(a) (d)

(b) (c)

Figure 4.2: Updating the signature
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The statement ‘c = 30’ is executed immediately after the statement ‘a = 20’ resulting

in a CFE. All nodes in this example are type X nodes. Figure 4.1(c) shows the

additional instructions added at the start and end of the node N3 for updating the

signature register.

At certain points in the program calledcheck points, check instructions are

inserted. A check instruction detects a CFE, if one has occurred previously in the

execution. In a check instruction, S is compared against itsexpected value at that

point and an error procedure is called if the values don’t match. For example, if the

check pointis at the end of some nodeNi, the check instruction will be ‘br S !=

NES(Ni) error()’. The check pointsare selected depending on the error detection

latency required.

Figure 4.2 shows some examples of updating the signature register.N8, N13

andN14 are type A nodes while the rest of the nodes are type X nodes. The values

inside the square brackets denote the expected values of thesignature register at

those points. The expected exit signatures of all the predecessor nodes of a type X

node are identical. This makes the expected signature inside the type X node unique

irrespective of the path taken during the program executionto reach the node.

Figure 4.2(c) shows the need for treating type A nodes differently from type

X nodes. Suppose nodeN8 (a type A node) had been treated in a manner similar

to that of a type X node and an XOR operation performed at the beginning of the

node. The expected signature insideN8 should be unique irrespective of whether

N8 is executed afterN6 or N7. This would mean that the expected exit signatures

of N6 andN7 should be the same. As a result, the value of S insideN9 should also
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be the same irrespective of whetherN6 or N7 is executed beforeN9. Thus, there is

no way of distinguishing a legal branch fromN7 to N9 and an illegal one fromN6

to N9. This situation is avoided by treatingN8 differently as a type A node and an

AND operation performed at its beginning. This allows the exit signatures ofN6

andN7 to be different as the bits at which the exit signatures ofN6 andN7 differ are

masked at the start of nodeN8. The expected signature withinN8 is still the same

irrespective of whether the prior executed node isN6 or N7. An illegal jump from

the end ofN6 to N9 can now be detected as the value of S after the jump will differ

from that after a legal jump fromN7 to N9. A check instruction in a node which is

executed later in the program flow will detect this CFE.

One important requirement for avoiding aliasing is that theexpected signa-

tures at the end and within all nodes be unique. To satisfy this requirement, the mask

bits in nodesN13 andN14 are selected to be different. This will allow the expected

signatures withinN13 andN14 to be different even though they have a common

predecessorN11. The above requirement means that any illegal jump would result

in the expected and actual values of signature register being different immediately

after the jump. A second requirement for detecting illegal jumps is that a difference

in signature values is preserved till the nextcheck point. To satisfy this requirement,

only certain bit positions in the signature register are allowed to be masked. The

next section provides a detailed treatment of this aspect.

There is an another class of control-flow errors which the additional instruc-

tions inserted as described above will fail to detect. Suppose in Figure 4.1(b),N3

is executed afterN1 even thoughfoo is true. The additional instructions inserted
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as described above will fail to detect this error since the edgeN1 → N3 ∈ E. To

detect such errors, jump check instructions are inserted. The value offoo is checked

for at the beginning ofN3 and error raised iffoo is true. Suppose,N3 has another

predecessor,N5. Nothing can be asserted about the value offoo if the execution

followed isN5 → N3. Hence, in this case, a jump check is not done.

4.2 Algorithm for signature checking

This section gives the algorithms used for assignment of values to the pa-

rameters associated with each node. For ease of explanationof the algorithm, some

more terms are introduced here.

Network: A network,Net, is a non-empty set of nodes such thatNi ∈ Net =⇒

(∀Nj : pred(Ni) ∩ pred(Nj) 6= φ : Nj ∈ Net), i.e., all the successors of each of

the predecessors ofNi are also in the network, and is minimal, i.e., no non-empty

subset ofNet follows the above property. Each node in the program belongsto

one and only one network. In Figure 4.2(d), nodesN13 andN14 are assigned to the

samenetwork. Each of the remaining nodes are assigned to a different network.

Network predecessors (net pred): The setnetwork predecessorsis the union of

predecessors of all its elements.net pred(Net) = {∪pred(Ni) : Ni ∈ Net}

Related signature set,A sig: This set is the union ofNES of all the nodes in the

network predecessors set and theNS of all nodes of type A in the network.

A sig(Net) = {∪NES(Ni) : Ni ∈ net pred(Net)}

∪{∪NS(Ni) : Ni ∈ Net&&NT (Ni) = A}

In CEDA, the upper and lower halves of the expected signatures are assigned sep-
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arately. The bits in the upper half of the signature registerare not masked any-

where in the program. The upper half ofNS andNES of all nodes are assigned

as follows. For eachnetworkNet, the upper half of all the signatures in the set

A sig(Net) are assigned the same unique value. The upper half of any unassigned

NS andNES of nodes are assigned different unique values. This ensuresthat the

upper half of the expected and actual values in the signatureregister after an illegal

jump will be same only if the expected signatures at both endsof the jump are in

the setA sig for the samenetwork.

For any binary numberNum, let Numu andNuml denote its upper and

lower halves respectively. LetZl(Num) denote the set of zero bits inNuml.

Zl(1110) = {0}, counting the bits from the least significant bit. The rules for

assigning zero bits in the lower half of signatures are givenbelow.

1. Zl(S1) 6= Zl(S2), whereS1, S2 ∈ A sig(Net). The only exception to this

rule is when both S1 and S2 are exit signatures of sources of the same type X

node. In such a case,Zl(S1) = Zl(S2). This rule will ensure that the lower

half of signatures whose upper half is the same will be different unless they

qualify for the exception case, when have to be the same.

2. Zl(NES(N2)) ⊂ Zl(NS(N1)), whereN1 ∈ Net, NT (N1) = A andN2 ∈

pred(N1). This will ensure that the value in the signature register inside a

type A node,N1, will be the same if the prior execution node is inpred(N1).

This is because all the bits inZl(NS(N1)) and only those bits will be masked

at the start ofN1.
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3. Zl(NES(N2)) * Zl(NS(N1)), whereN1 ∈ Net, NT (N1) = A, N2 ∈

A sig(Net) andN2 /∈ pred(N1). This will ensure that any illegal jump from

end of a non-source node to the beginning of a type A node,N1, will result

in the expected and actual signature register values insideN1 being different.

For an illegal jump, let S1 and S2 be the expected signatures at the source and

destination of the jump. Let Sa and Se be the actual and expected values in S at any

point of time. Assuming there is at most one illegal jump per program execution,

Sa and Se will be equal to S1 and S2 immediately after the illegal jump. If they

differ in the upper half, we need not be concerned as the upperhalf of S is never

masked and hence this difference will be eventually detected. For the rest of this

discussion, assume the upper halves of Sa and Se are identical. This can happen

if and only if S1, S2 ∈ A sig(Net) for somenetworkNet. The set of bits in the

lower half of S which can potentially vary is∪Zl(Sig), ∀Sig ∈ A sig(Net) since

only these bits are masked in the nodes belonging toNet. This set is unique to a

network. If there is an illegal jump to a node in thenetwork, this set represents the

bits in the lower half in which Sa and Se may differ immediately after the jump.

For anetworkNet1, this set is denoted asnet dirty(Net1). After an illegal jump,

the differences in the actual and expected values of S will bepropagated to the next

node in the execution flow. After an illegal jump, the set of all bits in the lower

half at which Sa and Se may differ inside a node is denoted asdirty bits. Clearly,

the dirty bits set of any node is the union ofnet dirty of the network it belongs

to (differences due to an illegal jump to that node) anddirty bits of all its source

nodes (propagated differences). In any node, the bits indirty bits set of that node
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should not be masked since the differences in Sa and Se due to aCFE may also get

masked. When there are not enough bits for performing the ANDoperation due to

a largedirty bits set, aclear point is inserted. Aclear point inserted at the end of

any node (immediately before the updating of S) will clear out all dirty bits at that

point. A check pointinserted at the end of any node is also aclear pointsince any

differences in bits will be detected at this point and there is no need to propagate

thedirty bits set further. A clear operation is performed atclear pointswhich are

not check points. It constitutes executing the following instruction:Su = Su + Sl.

A clear operation transfers all differences in the lower half of the signature to the

upper half of the signature.

Any bit position in the lower half of signature which is not inthe setdirty

bits of the corresponding node is afree bit for that node. Each node also has asso-

ciated with it aclear flagwhich denotes if aclear pointis to be inserted at the end

of the node. Initially, the setdirty bits of each node and the setnet dirty of each

networkis set to the empty setφ. Theclear flagis set to false for all nodes except

those which have acheck pointat their end. The lower halves of all signatures in

theA sig sets of allnetworksare filled with 1’s in all bit positions.

For eachnetworkin the program, the following needs to be performed.

1. Start putting zeroes in free bit positions according to the rules given above

using as few bits as possible. If there are not enough free bits for assigning

the needed number of zero bits, clear out the zero bits already assigned.

2. If all the zero bits are assigned, go to the next step. Otherwise, assignclear
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Original CFCSS YACCA CEDA
Benchmark OS WA OS AD WA OS AD WA OS AD WA

parser 61.3 16.9 51.2 14.2 4.6 52.5 15.6 1.0 51.3 17.1 1.1
gzip 59.9 18.4 48.4 13.5 3.4 49.9 14 0.7 51.2 14.6 0.6

ammp 59 17.1 51.3 11.2 4.7 48.7 17.9 0.3 49.2 18.1 0.2
twolf 63.2 10.4 49.3 15.6 2.8 50 17.3 0.6 50.6 15.5 0.6

equake 64.9 12.5 52.3 11.3 2.8 50.1 16.8 0.5 49.4 15.7 0.5

Table 4.1: Error injection experiment results - percentages of errors detected by the
operating system (OS), detected by the assertions in the program (AD), and which
lead to wrong answers (WA)

flag to true for all the source nodes of thenetworkand setdirty bits of each

of these nodes toφ. Go to step 1.

3. Calculate thenet dirty set for the network and thedirty bitsset for all nodes

in the network. Then, propagate thedirty bits from each node to its destina-

tions starting from the nodes of thenetworktill the end of the program. For

each node in the propagation path, recalculate thedirty bitsset for that node.

If a node has a type A node as a destination and the intersection of thedirty

bitssets of the current node and the type A destination node is non-empty, set

clear flagto true for the current node.

The lower halves of all signatures which are still unassigned (NS of type X nodes)

are assigned unique values.

In the end, d1 and d2 values for each nodeN1 are assigned. IfN1 is of

type A, the upper half of d1 is set to an all 1 pattern. Its lowerhalf is set equal to

the lower half ofNS(N1). If N1 is of type X, d1 is set equal to XOR ofNS(N1)

andNES(N2) whereN2 is one of the sources ofN1. The value ofd2(N1) is set
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equal to the XOR ofNS(N1) andNES(N1). If the node has a clear operation in

it, modified NS (upper half = upper half + lower half) is used instead of NS.

Next, we are going to prove with the help of some lemmas the safety and

completeness properties of the algorithm described above.The safety property

means that no error flag is raised in the absence of an error. The completeness

property denotes that an error flag will be raised if an inter-node CFE occurs. In the

lemmas below, at any point in the program, letSa denote the actual value ofS and

Se denote the expected value ofS according to the signature assignment algorithm

described above.

Lemma 4.2.1. During error-free execution, Sa = Se inside any node if Sa = Se

before entering the node.

Proof. By definition,Se = NS(N1) inside any nodeN1andSe = NES(N2), N2 ∈

pred(N1) before entering the node. LetSa = S1 before entering the nodeN1.

Thus,

S1 = NES(N2), N2 ∈ pred(N1) (4.1)

LetN1 belong to the networkNet1. The operation performed onS at the beginning

of the node depends on the type of the node. The two possible node types are

discussed below.

1. T(N1) = A.

In this case, the operation performed at the beginning of thenode is

S = S AND d1, where
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the upper half ofd1,

d1u = 11..11(an all 1 bit pattern) (4.2)

and the lower half ofd1,

d1l = NS(N1)l (4.3)

From the definition ofrelated signature set,

S1, NS(N1) ∈ A sig(Net1) (4.4)

The upper halves of all signatures inA sig(Net1) are assigned the same

value. Hence,

S1u = NS(N1)u (4.5)

From Equations 4.2 and 4.5,

S1u AND d1u = NS(N1)u (4.6)

The lower halves of signatures are assigned such that,

Zl(S1) ⊂ Zl(NS(N1)) (4.7)

From Equations 4.3 and 4.7,

S1l AND d1l = NS(N1)l (4.8)

From Equations 4.6 and 4.8,

S1 AND d1 = NS(N1) (4.9)

Thus, ifSa = Se before entering a typeA node,Sa = Se inside the node.
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2. T(N1) = X.

In this case, the operation performed at the beginning of thenode is

S = S XOR d1, where

d1 = S1 XOR NS(N1) (4.10)

From Equation 4.10,

S1 XOR d1 = NS(N1) (4.11)

Thus, ifSa = Se before entering a typeX node,Sa = Se inside the node.

From the above two cases, we can see that irrespective of the type of the node, if

Sa = Se before entering the node,Sa = Se inside the node.

Lemma 4.2.2.During error-free execution, ifSa = Se inside the node,Sa = Se

at the end of the node.

Proof. By definition,Se = NS(N1) inside any node N1 andSe = NES(N1) at

the end of the node. LetSa = S1 inside the nodeN1. Thus,

S1 = NS(N1) (4.12)

The operation performed at the end of the node is

S = S XOR d2, whered2 is assigned such that

d2 = NS(N1) XOR NES(N1) (4.13)

From Equations 4.12 and 4.13,

S1 XOR d2 = NES(N1) (4.14)
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From Equation 4.14, we can see that ifSa = Se inside the node,Sa = Se at the

end of the node.

Lemma 4.2.3.The presented technique is safe, i.e., during normal error-free exe-

cution, the value of S, Sa, will always equal its expected value, Se, and the error

procedure is never called.

Proof. Let the kth node visited in the execution of the program beNk. At the

beginning of the program, S is set the value of theNS(N1). Hence,Sa = Se at

that point. From Lemma 4.2.2,Sa = Se at the end of the first node. Suppose,

Sa = Se at the exit of theith node. Ni is a source ofNi + 1 sinceNi + 1 is

the next node that is executed and there are no illegal jumps.Therefore, at the

start of the nodeNi + 1, S = NES(Ni), Ni ∈ pred(Ni + 1) andSa = Se. From

Lemma 4.2.1,Sa = Se inside the node. From Lemma 4.2.2,Sa = Se at the end of

the node. By induction,Sa = Se at every point in the program. So, at every check

point, the condition(Sa == Se) will hold true. Hence, the error procedure is never

called and the presented technique is safe.

The Lemmas below deal with the case of a single illegal jump during the

execution of the program. Immediately after an illegal jump, Sa will be equal to

the expected value ofS at the origin of the jump. With the help of the Lemmas

below, we will prove that for any illegal intra-node jump,Sa andSe will differ

immediately after the jump and that this difference is propagated to the next check

point at which an error flag is raised.
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Lemma 4.2.4. If due to an illegal jump, the upper half ofS, Sau, differs from its

expected value,Seu, at any point in the program, the error will be detected at the

next check point.

Proof. The possible operations performed on the upper half ofS are XOR, ADD,

or an AND operation with an all 1 bit pattern. Hence, the differences in the upper

half of S are never masked and are detected at the next check point.

Lemma 4.2.5. If due to an illegal jump, the lower half ofS, Sal, differs from

its expected value,Sel, inside any node in one of the dirty bits, the error will be

detected at the next check point.

Proof. By design of algorithm, the dirty bits of the signature register in any node

are not masked by any AND operation. Additionally, the dirtybits of any node also

become the dirty bits of each of its successor nodes unless there is a clear point in

between. Hence, the differences between the actual and expected values ofS in the

dirty bits are propagated till a clear point occurs in the execution path. If the clear

point encountered is a check point, the error is detected at that point. If not, the

differences in the actual and expected lower halves ofS (along with those in the

dirty bits) are transferred to the upper half ofS. From Lemma 4.2.4, the difference

in the upper half ofS is detected at the next check point. Hence, ifS differs from

its expected value in one of the dirty bits inside any node, the difference will be

detected at the next check point.

Lemma 4.2.6.An illegal jump to a node N which is of type X is detected at the next

check point.
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Proof. Let the nodeN belong to the networkNet. Various cases of illegal jumps

depending on the destination point of the illegal jump are detailed below.

1. The illegal jump is to a point in the node which is after the signature update

at the beginning of the node. Immediately after the jump,Sa will equal the

expected value ofS at the origin of the jump. The upper halves ofNS and

NES of a typeX node are assigned unique values. Hence, immediately after

the illegal jump,Sa andSe will differ in their upper halves if the jump is to

a point inside the node or if it is to the end of the node. By Lemma 4.2.4, this

difference in the upper halves will be detected at the next check point.

2. The illegal jump is to the beginning of the node. Immediately after the jump,

Sa will equal the expected value ofS at the origin of the jump. By design

of the signature assignment algorithm, immediately after the jump,Sa and

Se will differ in their lower halves in the dirty bits if the expected signatures

at the origin and destination of the illegal jump are in the same related sig-

nature set. They will differ in their upper halves otherwise. Either way, this

difference is not masked in the XOR operation that is performed onS at the

beginning of the node. Hence, inside the node,Sa andSe will differ in their

upper halves or in their lower halves (in the dirty bits). By Lemma 4.2.4 and

Lemma 4.2.5, this difference will be detected at the next check point.

From the above two cases, we can see that irrespective of the destination of the ille-

gal jump, the illegal jump will be detected at the next check point if the destination

of the illegal jump is a typeX node.
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Lemma 4.2.7.An illegal jump to a node N which is of type A is detected at the next

check point.

Proof. Let the nodeN belong to the networkNet. Various cases of illegal jumps

depending on the destination point of the illegal jump are detailed below.

1. The illegal jump is to a point in the node which is after the signature update

at the beginning of the node. Immediately after the jump,Sa will equal the

expected value ofS at the origin of the illegal jump. If the expected values of

S at the origin and the destination of the jump are in the same related signature

set,Sa andSe will differ in their lower halves in the dirty bits immediately

after the jump. They will differ in their upper halves otherwise. Either way,

this difference will be detected at the next check point (Lemma 4.2.5 and

Lemma 4.2.4).

2. The illegal jump is to the beginning of the node. Immediately after the jump,

Sa will equal the expected value ofS at the origin of the jump. If the ex-

pected values ofS at the origin and the destination of the jump are not in the

same related signature set,Sa andSe will differ in their upper halves. By

Lemma 4.2.4, this illegal jump will be detected at the next check point. Now

let us consider the case where the expected values ofS at the origin and the

destination of the illegal jump are in the same related signature set. Since the

jump is an illegal one,Sa = NES(N2) for someN2 ∈ net src(Net), N2 /∈

src(N) or Sa = NS(N2) for someN2 ∈ Net, N2 6= N . In both cases,
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Zl(Sa) * Zl(NS(N)). Only the bits inZl(NS(N)) are masked at the be-

ginning of the node N. Hence, there is at least one extra zero bit in the lower

half of Sa inside the node (after the signature update at the beginningof the

node) when compared to the correspondingSe. This extra zero bit is among

the dirty bits since the expected signature at the origin of the illegal jump is

in the same related signature set and this bit is zeroed in that expected signa-

ture. Thus,Sa andSe will differ in one of the dirty bits inside the node. By

Lemma 4.2.5, this difference will be detected at the next check point.

From the above two cases, we can see that irrespective of the destination of the ille-

gal jump, the illegal jump will be detected at the next check point if the destination

of the illegal jump is a typeA node.

Lemma 4.2.8.The presented technique is complete, i.e., an error flag is raised for

every control-flow error that occurs.

Proof. Any control-flow error will involve an illegal jump to eithera type A node

or a type X node. Either way, the illegal jump is detected at the next check point

(Lemma 4.2.6 and Lemma 4.2.7). Hence, an error flag is raised for every control-

flow that occurs and the presented technique is complete.

4.3 Integration with GCC

The assertions described above can be inserted into the program at differ-

ent levels of abstraction. If a tool is written such that theyare inserted into the
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high level language code, architecture portability is assured. But the tool will not

have language portability. A different tool has to be written for each language to be

supported. On the other hand, inserting them at the assemblyor lower level will en-

sure language portability, but will not have architecture portability. Considering the

above, a decision has been made to insert the assertions for signature checking in the

intermediate level code produced by a compiler. At this level, all language depen-

dent processing of the code is completed and machine dependent processing begins.

So, inserting assertions at this level will provide both language and machine porta-

bility. GCC, a GNU compiler for which source code is freely available, is chosen

for integration with CEDA. The programming languages supported include C, C++,

Ada, Fortran, Pascal and many others, and cross-compiling support is provided for

many platforms. Inserting assertions at the intermediate level results in reduced

overhead since CEDA specific manipulation of the system resources needed for

the assertions can be done at this level. For example, the jump checks can be im-

plemented more efficiently using some pre-computed values stored in the system

registers. There is also increased error coverage since additional jumps introduced

as part of the compiler optimizations are taken into accountwhen constructing the

program graph.

4.4 Method Efficiency

Among the different techniques introduced previously for detecting CFEs,

there has been a tradeoff between the error coverage obtained and the associated

performance overhead. For example, YACCA has a lower numberof undetected
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errors and higher performance overhead when compared to CFCSS. This tradeoff

exists even when a particular technique is considered by itself. For any particular

technique, a node can be divided into sub-nodes and the algorithm applied on the

sub-nodes. This will result in reduced number of undetectederrors at the expense

of higher overhead. Hence, neither percentage of undetected errors nor overhead

alone is sufficient to compare two different techniques. Forthis purpose, a new

efficiency metric,‘Method Efficiency’, which is the ratio of the benefit obtained

(inversely proportional to the percentage of undetected errors) and the cost involved

(percentage of overhead) is introduced.

Method efficiency= 1/%Undetected errors
%Performance overhead

∗ 100

4.5 Experimental Results

Five SPEC2000 benchmark programs [47] – ‘parser’, ‘gzip’, ‘ammp’, ‘twolf’

and ‘equake’ – were used for comparing CEDA with YACCA and CFCSS. The pro-

grams ‘parser’, ‘gzip’ and ‘twolf’ are integer benchmarks and the rest are floating

point benchmarks. It should be noted that the target benchmark programs used here

are much bigger than the ones used in the original papers of YACCA and CFCSS

([40, 91]). For the purpose of fair comparison, YACCA and CFCSS methodologies

were also introduced as additional passes in GCC along with CEDA. This resulted

in the performance overhead of YACCA being much lower than that reported in the

original paper [40]. Each of these passes can be selectivelycalled when compiling

a program. Each of the benchmarks was compiled four times, one for the program
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without any control-flow checking and one each implementingthe three control-

flow checking techniques, for a total of 20 executables. Error injection experiments

were performed using using the methodology detailed in Section 3.2.2. 1000 errors

were injected for each executable obtained.

Table 4.1 shows the results of the error injection experiments performed on

all 20 executables. ‘OS’ represents the errors that were detected by the operating

system. Segmentation faults, illegal instruction errors etc., come under this cate-

gory. ‘AD’ represents the errors that were detected by the method being compared.

‘WA’ represents the errors that were undetected and which led to wrong answers

(undetected errors). Table 4.2 shows the percentage of the undetected errors and

percentage performance overhead of different techniques for each benchmark. It

can be seen that the presented technique, CEDA, is comparable in performance

overhead incurred with CFCSS, which is best among the previously proposed tech-

niques in this metric. The overhead is much less when compared with YACCA.

When the number of undetected errors is considered, CEDA is found to be com-

parable with YACCA and is much better than CFCSS. Thus, CEDA is comparable

in both the coverage obtained as well as the performance overhead incurred with

the best of the previously proposed techniques. This is wellreflected in Figure 4.3,

wheremethod efficiencyis plotted for each case. The averagemethod efficiency

(also shown) of CEDA (39.25) is an order of magnitude better than the other meth-

ods (2.69 for CFCSS and 3.76 for YACCA).

To increase themethod efficiencyfurther, we increased the error detection

latency. Instead of having acheck pointin every node, we insertedcheck pointsonly
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CFCSS YACCA CEDA
Bench. %UF %PO %UF %PO %UF %PO
parser 4.6 14.36 1.0 33.9 1.1 13.79
gzip 3.4 57.7 0.7 84.32 0.6 57.8

ammp 4.7 4.45 0.3 78.97 0.2 3.15
twolf 2.8 7.5 0.6 39.8 0.6 9.8

equake 2.8 18.81 0.5 33.9 0.5 17.9

Table 4.2: Comparison of % undetected errors (UF) and % performance overhead
(PO)

Figure 4.3: Comparison of method efficiency
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at function returns and output generation. This reduced theperformance overhead

by 20.3% with unchanged error coverage. Thus,method efficiencyincreased by

25.4% compared to havingcheck pointsat every node.

4.6 Summary

This chapter discusses a new control-flow error detection technique, CEDA,

which statically analyzes a program and inserts instructions to update and check a

run-time signature. A set of rules for restricting the possible signature values has

been presented which reduces the overhead associated with the method while still

avoiding aliasing. This results in CEDA having a high error coverage along with

low performance overhead. A new comparison metric,method efficiency, which

considers both error coverage and performance overhead is presented. Using error

injection experiments on SPEC benchmarks, it is shown that CEDA has a much

higher method efficiencywhen compared with previous techniques. CEDA also

provides support for further increasing themethod efficiencyby increasing the error

detection latency.
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Chapter 5

Budget-dependent control-flow error detection

A control-flow error detection technique, CEDA, which incurs lower over-

head than any other technique previously proposed has been detailed in Chapter 4.

Depending on the program and the workload, the performance and memory over-

heads (program size) can be as high as 50% and 200% respectively even with

CEDA. The CFE detection techniques are typically used over and above detection

techniques for data errors. This drives up the total overhead for fault tolerance even

higher. A high performance overhead may be problematic for real-time embedded

systems which have strict time deadlines. Many systems havelimited storage space

and hence the size of the program executable needs to be smallfor such systems. If

the performance or memory overhead associated with the CFE detection techniques

exceed that allowed by the specifications, these techniquescannot be applied and

hence control-flow errors cannot be detected. For such systems, it is important to

detect as many control flow errors as possible while still adhering to the perfor-

mance and disk space constraints. This chapter aims to solvethis problem.

Two algorithms are proposed in this chapter for reducing theoverheads for

detecting control-flow errors. These algorithms are generic and can be applied on

top of any CFE detection technique proposed previously, notjust the one described
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in Chapter 4. As such, they are described for the generic software-based CFE detec-

tion technique described in Section 3.3.1. The first algorithm describes a method-

ology by which the frequency of signature updates in any CFE detection technique

can be reduced. This reduces both performance and memory overheads by slightly

trading off error coverage. The second algorithm uses theprinciple of localityto

drastically reduce the memory overhead with almost no change in the error cover-

age provided. Further reductions in overheads can be achieved with the help of a

hybrid algorithm which combines these two algorithms.

SPEC2000 benchmark programs [47] have been used for validating the al-

gorithms proposed in this chapter. The algorithms are applied on top of CEDA. It

has been shown that using the algorithms presented in the chapter, the memory and

performance overheads associated with CEDA can be reduced 50% with just 0.3%

drop off in error coverage. The overheads can be reduced by more than 75% with

just 1% reduction in coverage.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The two algorithms for

reducing overheads are detailed in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 and the hybrid algo-

rithm is described in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the experimental results and

Section 5.5 summarizes the chapter.

5.1 Overhead reduction by node expansion

In this section, we describe an algorithm by which the frequency of sig-

nature updates and checks required according to any CFE detection technique can

be reduced. This is done by formingsuper nodeswhich are a collection of nodes
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N1:

N3:

N2:

a) Typical CFE detection

Dom(N0) = {N0};  PDom(N0) = {N0, N1, N4, N5}

Dom(N1) = {N0, N1}; PDom(N1) = {N1, N4, N5}

Dom(N2) = {N0, N1, N2}; PDom(N2) = {N1, N2, N3, N4, N5}

Dom(N3) = {N0, N1, N2, N3}; PDom(N3) = {N1, N3, N4, N5}

Dom(N4) = {N0, N1, N4}; PDom(N4) = {N4, N5}

Dominator−Postdominator pairs:

(N0,N1), (N0,N4), (N0,N5), (N1,N4), (N1,N5), (N2,N3),

Strict dominator−postdominator pairs:
(N0,N4), (N0,N5), (N2,N3), (N4,N5)

Dom(N5) = {N0, N1, N4, N5}; PDom(N5) = {N5}

(N0,N0), (N1,N1), (N2,N2), (N3,N3), (N4,N4), (N5,N5)

(N4,N5)

b) Forming super nodes

Dominators and Postdominators:

Super nodes possible:

{N0, N1, N2, N3, N4}, {N0, N1, N2, N3, N4, N5},

{N2, N3}, {N4, N5}

N0:

N5:

N4:

Figure 5.1: Calculation of possible super nodes for an example program graph.
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a) CFE detection with threshold 2

N1:

N3:

N2:

N0:

N5:

N4:

N1:

N3:

N2:

N5:

N4:

b) CFE detection with threshold 10

N0:

Figure 5.2: Illustration of overhead reduction with node expansion. Shaded areas
represent instructions added for CFE detection.
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formed according to the certain rules. These rules are specified such that any CFE

detection technique can then be applied directly on thesesuper nodes(instead of on

nodes). We will now first introduce some terminology that we use in this section

for describing the algorithm.

Super nodes:A collection of nodes with aheader nodeand afooter node

such that the following rules hold true.

1. All executions of the super node start with the header nodeand end with the

footer node.

2. There are no edges from nodes outside the super node to nodes inside the

super node except to the header node.

3. There are no edges from footer node to nodes inside the super node except to

the header node.

4. There are no edges from nodes inside the super node to nodesoutside the

super node except from the footer node.

5. There are no edges from nodes inside the super node to the header node ex-

cept from the footer node.

All possiblesuper nodesin a program graph can be calculated by first calculat-

ing thedominators, postdominators, dominator - postdominator pairs, andstrict

dominator - postdominator pairsas described below.

Dominator (Dom): Node M dominates node N if every path from the start

node that reaches node N has to pass through node M. Each node dominates itself.
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The start node dominates all nodes. The dominators of the nodes in a graph can be

calculated by solving the following data-flow equations.

1. Dom(N0) = N0

2. Dom(Ni) = (∀Pj ∈ pred(Ni),
⋂

Dom(Pj))
⋃

Ni

The direct solution of the above data-flow equations is quadratic with respect to the

number of nodes in the graph. Lengauer and Tarjan [66] proposed an almost linear

algortithm for finding the dominators.

Postdominator (PDom):Node M postdominates node N if every path from

node N to the end has to pass through node M. Each node postdominates itself. The

end node postdominates all nodes. The calculation of postdominators is similar to

that of the dominators.

Dominator-Postdominator pair: Nodes M and N form an ordered dominator-

postdominator pair, (M,N),iff node M dominates node N and node N postdomi-

nates node M.

Strict dominator-postdominator pair: Nodes M and N form an ordered

strict pair, (M,N),iff

1. (M,N) is a dominator-postdominator pair,

2. nodes M and N are not the same node, and

3. node M is part of every loop that node N is part of and vice versa.
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A super nodecan be formed from astrict dominator-postdominator pair

(M,N) as follows.

1. M andN form theheaderandfooternodes of thesuper node.

2. Every node in every path fromM to N belongs to thesuper node.

Figure 5.1(b) shows howsuper nodescan be formed for the program graph

shown in Figure 5.1(a). The program graph has six nodes(N0-N5) with N0 as

the start node andN5 as the end node. It also has a loop(N1, N2, N3)in it.

Node N1 is a dominator of N2 since all paths from the start nodeN0 to N2

pass throughN1. N1 is also apostdominator of N2 since all paths fromN2 to

N5 pass throughN1. Thedominatorsandpostdominatorsof all other nodes are

also calculated according to the definitions given above.Dominator-postdominator

pairs are then formed. The pairs formed are also shown in Figure 5.1(b).(N2, N3)

is adominator-postdominatorpair sinceN2 is adominatorof N3 andN3 is apost-

dominatorof N2. There are a total of 13 such pairs for the given program graph.

5 of these 13 pairs are then determined to bestrict dominator-postdominatorpairs.

(N2, N3) is astrict pair. (N0, N1) on the other hand is not astrict pair sinceN1

is a member of a loop whichN0 is not member of. Asuper nodecan be formed

as the set of nodes in all paths between the nodes in anystrict pair. For example,

super node{N0, N1, N2, N3, N4} can be formed from thestrict pair (N0, N4).

Till this point, we have discussed how all possiblesuper nodescan be

formed from the program graph. All thesuper nodescannot be directly used in-

stead of nodes in the typical CFE detection technique. We should ensure that there
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is no overlap between thesuper nodesused. Further, we would like to select the

super nodesused depending on the overhead budget and the error coveragerequire-

ments. We will now discuss the algorithm to select whichsuper nodesto use in the

CFE detection technique. The algorithm takes as input asize thresholdvalue which

denotes the maximum number of nodes allowable in anysuper nodeselected. The

higher thesize threshold, the lower the overhead and the lower the error coverage

obtained. The algorithm used is detailed below.

1. Initialize all nodes in the graph as uncovered.

2. Remove from the list of super nodes, all super nodes which have a cardinality

greater thansize threshold.

3. Initialize all super nodes in the list as uncovered.

4. Select the largest uncovered super node.

5. Mark all nodes in the selected super node as covered.

6. Mark all super nodes which have a node in common with the selected super

node as covered.

7. If there are no uncovered super nodes in the list, exit. Else, go to 4.

Once thesuper nodesto be used are selected, any CFE detection technique can be

used. Alluncovered nodes and allcovered super nodesshould be considered as

nodes when applying the detection algorithm.

Figure 5.2 shows the application of the algorithm detailed above for the ex-

ample control-flow graph in Figure 5.1. In the figures, the shaded areas represent

the extra instructions added for CFE detection. Figure 5.1(a) shows the areas where
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the extra instructions need to be added if a typical CFE detection technique is ap-

plied. Figure 5.2(a) shows thesuper nodes(dotted boxes) that are selected for a

size thresholdof 2. Extra instructions for CFE detection need to be added only at

the beginning and end ofsuper nodesand for nodes which are not covered by any

super node. Extra instructions need to be added in 8 places instead of the 12 places

required otherwise. Thus, there is a 33% saving in memory (program size) over-

head assuming that the number of instructions that need to beadded in each place

is the same. If the loop in the graph is executed 10 times, there is a 32% saving in

the performance overhead, assuming that each instruction takes the same amount

of time. There will be some drop-off in error coverage as a result of usingsuper

nodesinstead of nodes in the CFE detection technique. Any illegaljump within

a super nodecannot be detected. In Figure 5.2(a), a CFE from nodeN3 to node

N2, for example, will not be detected. All CFEs acrosssuper nodesand uncovered

nodes are still detected. Figure 5.2(b) shows the CFE detection algorithm applied

with a size thresholdof 10. Here, all the nodes in the graph can be combined to

form a singlesuper node. As a result, there is a 83% reduction in memory overhead

and 97% reduction in performance overhead under the assumptions stated above.

There will also be a higher drop-off in error coverage when compared with thesize

threshold2 case.

5.2 Overhead reduction using principle of locality

In this section, we discuss how theprinciple of locality in programs can

be used to reduce the overheads due to CFE detection. This principle states that
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programs at run-time typically spend a majority of time in a small piece of the

code. This concept is used for designingvirtual memoriesin operating systems. A

well-known rule of thumb states that 90% of time is spent in 10% of code.

In our algorithm, we demarcate the program in terms of functions. We use

two levels of protection against CFEs depending on the time the program spends in

the function. Atight protection is applied to functions which are run for a majority

of time and alooseprotection is applied to the rest of the functions. Atight pro-

tection involves applying the CFE detection technique as itis for all the nodes in

the function. This protection involves high memory (disk space) and performance

overheads along with high error coverage. Alooseprotection involves considering

the whole function as a single node when applying the CFE detection technique.

The whole function is now a singlesuper node. The instructions for CFE detection

are thus added only at the beginning and end of the function. Alooseprotection has

very low memory and performance overheads for the function concerned. However,

all CFEs within the function withlooseprotection are not detected.

From theprinciple of locality, we can say that the program spends a majority

of time executing a small number of functions. Thus, wetightly protect the few

functions which are executed for the majority of time andlooselyprotect the rest of

the functions. Since the program spends a majority of time infunctions which have

tight protection, error coverage obtained is still high. Since the majority of functions

arelooselyprotected, the total memory overhead is low. The performance overhead

also decreases, but this decrease is less when compared withthe amount of savings

gained in program size.
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Next, we describe the algorithm used for reducing the overhead. The algo-

rithm takes as input atime thresholdvalue, which denotes the run-time for which

tight protection needs to be provided. The algorithm is detailed below.

1. Profile the program using a typical workload.

2. Select the minimal set of functions so that the total time spent in the functions

exceeds thetime threshold.

3. Tightlyprotect the selected functions. The other functions arelooselyprotected.

For example, we can have atime thresholdof 90%. Suppose 90% of time is spent

in 10% of functions. Hence, only these 10% of the functions need to havetight

protection. The remaining 90% of functions can havelooseprotection.

5.3 Combined algorithm for overhead reduction

In Section 5.1, we discussed an algorithm for reducing both memory over-

head and performance overhead by trading off error coverage. In Section 5.2, we

discussed an algorithm whereby memory overhead can be drastically reduced with-

out much drop-off in error coverage. In this section, we discuss a hybrid algorithm

combining the two algorithms. It first applies the algorithmdiscussed in Section 5.2

and then if further reduction in overhead is needed, appliesthe algorithm discussed

in Section 5.1. The hybrid algorithm takes as inputs two threshold values -size

thresholdandtime threshold. The hybrid algorithm is detailed below.

1. Profile the program using a typical workload.

2. Select the minimal set of functions so that the total time spent in the functions
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exceeds thetime threshold.

3. Protect the functions selected by applying the algorithmdetailed in Section 5.1

usingsize thresholdas the maximum allowable number of nodes in anysuper

node.

4. Protect the other functionsloosely, i.e., consider the whole function as a single

super node.

5.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we describe how we evaluated the algorithmspresented in

this chapter and present the results. Five SPEC2000 benchmark programs [47] -

’gzip’, ’twolf’, ’vortex’, ’ammp’ and ’mcf’ - were used to evaluate the programs.

Error injection experiments were performed using the methodology detailed in Sec-

tion 3.2.2. 1000 errors were injected for each error injection experiment.

We use theerror coveragemetric to measure the effectiveness of CFE detec-

tion. Error coverageis defined as(1− WA
TE

), where,TE represents the total number

of errors injected andWArepresents the number of errors which are undetected and

lead to wrong answers by the program.

We used CEDA, proposed in Chapter 4, as the base for evaluating the algo-

rithms presented in this chapter. We initially implementedCEDA on the benchmark

programs. The coverage results and the corresponding overheads are shown in Ta-

ble 5.1. The coverage obtained without any CFE detection is also shown in the

table. It can be seen that CEDA detects almost all CFE errors.However, the perfor-
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Benchmark % Coverage % Coverage % Perf. % Mem.
without FT with CEDA Overhead Overhead

gzip 79.6 99.2 41.7 99.3
twolf 85.8 99.5 28.1 79.1
vortex 91.5 99.1 58.4 101
ammp 86.5 99.3 19.2 64.2
mcf 88.4 99.5 3.2 51

Table 5.1: CEDA coverage and overhead results

Figure 5.3: Overhead reduction in gzip using node expansion

mance and memory overheads associated with the technique can be as high as 58%

and 101% respectively. We aim to reduce the overheads associated with CEDA

using the algorithms proposed in this chapter.

We first applied the algorithm presented in Section 5.1 on each of the bench-

mark programs along with CEDA. We applied the algorithm withsize thresholdsof

0, 5, 10, 25 and 50. We then plotted the overheads corresponding to each of these

thresholdswith the coverage obtained. Figure 5.3 shows the results forgzipbench-
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Figure 5.4: Overhead reduction in gzip by principle of locality

mark. The other benchmarks also follow similar trends. We can see from the figure

that major savings in memory and performance overheads can be obtained with a

small drop-off in coverage. For example, memory overhead can be reduced by 60%

and performance overhead can be reduced by 75% with just 1% drop in coverage.

We next applied the algorithm presented in Section 5.2 on thebenchmark

programs along with CEDA. We applied the algorithm withtime thresholdsof

100%, 99.9%, 99%, 90%, 75% and 50%. Figure 5.4 shows the overheads plot-

ted against the coverage obtained for each of thethresholdsfor gzipprogram. The

plots for other programs also follow similar trends. We can see from the figure

that we can obtain more than 70% savings in memory overhead without any drop-

off in coverage. Forthresholdsbelow 90% however, savings in memory overhead

accompany a small reduction in coverage. The performance overhead reduction
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Figure 5.5: Overhead reduction in gzip using hybrid algorithm

obtained is minor compared with that obtained for memory. This reduction is also

less compared with that obtained in Figure 5.3.

Finally, we applied the hybrid algorithm presented in Section 5.3 along with

CEDA. For this purpose, we set thetime thresholdconstant at 90% and varied the

size thresholdbetween 5 and 50. Figure 5.5 shows the overhead vs. coverage trade-

off obtained with the algorithm forgzip. The figure also shows the overhead and

coverage obtained with CEDA alone for comparison purposes.We can see that

the memory savings obtained with the hybrid algorithm is more that which can be

obtained with either of the two algorithms applied alone. The performance savings

obtained is comparable to that obtained in Figure 5.3 and is much more than that

obtained in Figure 5.4.

To show the usefulness of the algorithms presented here, we calculated the
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coverage that can be obtained for two different scenarios regarding overhead con-

straints. In the first scenario, let the maximum allowable performance and memory

overheads be half those imposed when CEDA is applied directly. Hence, both the

overheads need to be reduced by 50%. In the second scenario, let the maximum

allowable overheads be a quarter of those required by CEDA. The overheads need

to be reduced by 75% in this scenario. The coverage that can beobtained in these

two scenarios after applying the hybrid algorithm is plotted for different programs

in Figure 5.6. For comparison purpose, the coverages obtained without any fault

tolerance applied as well as with CEDA applied as proposed are also plotted in the

figure. The average error coverage obtained over all the programs in each of the

scenarios is also plotted. It can be seen from the figure that,on an average, the

performance and memory overheads can be halved with just 0.3% reduction in cov-

erage (99% down from 99.3%). The overheads can be quartered with less than 1%

reduction in coverage.

5.5 Summary

Two different algorithms for reducing the memory and performance over-

heads associated with control-flow error detection techniques have been presented.

The first algorithm provides a framework for reducing the frequency of signature

updates when using any error detection technique. The second algorithm uses the

principle of locality to drastically reduce the additionalmemory required for er-

ror detection. These algorithms are generic and can be applied to any control-flow

error detection technique proposed previously. A hybrid algorithm combining the
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Figure 5.6: Coverage depending on overhead budget

two algorithms has also been presented. The algorithms havebeen evaluated on

SPEC benchmark programs. It has been shown that the memory and performance

overheads due to CEDA can be reduced by more than 50% with just0.3% reduction

in error coverage. 75% reduction in overheads can be achieved with less than 1%

drop-off in coverage.
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Chapter 6

Automatic Correction of Control-flow Errors

An effective technique for detecting control-flow errors was described in

Chapter 4. Once an error is detected, the system needs to recover from the error

in order to regain normal operations. A common way of recovering from errors in

software is by checkpointing. Checkpointing involves saving the architectural state

of the processor (both internal registers as well as the memory) at regular intervals.

When an error is detected, the previous checkpointed architectural state is loaded

onto the processor and the software is re-executed from thatstate.

Regular checkpointing and re-execution on error detectionmay not be pos-

sible in real-time systems which continuously interact with the outside world. The

high overhead involved in checkpointing and high error recovery latency (due to

loading the program state and re-executing the program) arealso major deterrents.

Thus, there is a need for a low-cost low-latency technique for the generation of cor-

rect output with high probability in the presence of controlflow errors. To the best

of our knowledge, there has been no published work which achieves this.

Automatic correction of data errors using SIHFT, on the other hand, has

received more attention in the past. Algorithm-based faulttolerance (ABFT) tech-

niques [50, 56] have been proposed which take advantage of certain program spe-
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cific properties. These techniques have been shown to provide low-cost fault tol-

erance for certain mathematical operations. In [30], a faulty data structure of the

program is examined and repaired to satisfy certain pre-specified constraints. The

repaired data structure is not guaranteed to be correct, just that it will meet the con-

straints. Three different techniques which correct data errors at software level to

various extents- triplication, AN-encoding, and dynamic invariant enforcing- have

been used to achieve reliability in [21]. The above mentioned techniques, however,

are confined to data error correction and are not applicable to control-flow errors.

In this chapter, we present ACCE, Automatic Correction of Control-flow

Errors, an efficient algorithm for correcting control-flow errors. This algorithm

specifies the instructions that can be added to the program sothat CFEs are cor-

rected at node level. This results in the program producing the correct output with a

high probability. ACCE can be used with existing detection/correction techniques

for data errors. To illustrate, we propose an extension of ACCE, called ACCED

(Automatic Correction of Control-flow Errors with Duplication), which comple-

ments the computation duplication based technique used fordata error detection.

This results in increasing the error correction capabilities of ACCE. GCC is modi-

fied to include an extra pass which implements ACCE. Extra instructions to support

ACCE are introduced into the program automatically at compile time. Error injec-

tion experiments are performed on SPEC2000 [47] and MiBench[43] benchmark

programs to demonstrate the error correction capabilitiesof ACCE.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 introduces some

terminology and gives an overview of the algorithm, and Section 6.2 explains the
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algorithm in more detail. Section 6.3 describes the cases inwhich ACCE may not

result in the correct program output. Section 6.4 describesACCED and Section 6.5

describes the tool built for implementing ACCE. Section 6.6evaluates the algo-

rithms presented in the chapter and Section 6.7 summarizes the chapter.

6.1 Overview of ACCE

In ACCE, instructions are statically added to the program such that at run-

time, the program is continuously monitored for control-flow errors and a detected

error is corrected at node level. Correction at node level here means that the control

of the program is transferred back to the node that was being executed before the

CFE. Error detection is achieved using an enhanced version of CEDA (described

in Chapter 4). In addition to the extra code added for error detection, code is also

added statically to the program to transfer program controlat run-time to a global

error handler if an error is detected. At run-time, the global error handler, which

is also constructed a priori, detects the function which wasbeing executed imme-

diately before the control-flow error has occurred and transfers control back to the

function. Instructions added in the function then transferthe control back to the

node which was being executed before the illegal jump and thus succeed in node

level control-flow error correction.

The aim of CEDA, as well as the other detection techniques proposed pre-

viously, is to detect all inter-node CFEs. We need a strongerrequirement from CFE

detection for eventual CFE correction. We not only require that all the CFEs are de-

tected, but also that enough information is available at thetime of error detection to
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j1 −> err_flag = 1

j2 −> For each function f in the program,

              br F == FID(f), jmp f

j3 −> num_err = num_err + 1

         br num_err > thresh, exit

j4 −> jmp global_error_handler

global_error_handler:

i1 −> br F != FID(f), global_error_handler

i2 −> err_flag = 0

i3 −> num_err = num_err + 1

         br num_err > thresh, exit

i4 −> For each node Ni in the function,

             (a) br S == NS(Ni), Lstarti

             (b) br S == NES(Ni), Lendi

i5 −> jmp function_error_handler

function_error_handler:

Figure 6.1: Instructions added to the function and global error handlers

correct the errors. We make a slight modification to the CEDA algorithm to achieve

this. We force acheck point1 immediately before each run-time signature update

statement required by CEDA2.

6.2 Framework for automatic correction of control-flow errors

In ACCE, a modified version of CEDA is used to detect control-flow errors

(as described in Section 6.1). In this section, we describe the instructions that need

to be added statically so that a control-flow error that is detected is automatically

corrected at node-level. As opposed to the instructions added for detecting CFEs,

most of the instructions added for correcting CFEs get executed only when an error

is detected.

In addition to the run-time signature register that is maintained by CEDA,

1A check point in CEDA detects a control-flow error if one has occurred previously
2In CEDA, the check points are optional in any node
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f1():

F = 1

br err_flag == 1, f1_err

CFE

[Se = 10000]

[Se = 11101]

[Se = 11011]

S = S XOR 01011

br S!= 11011, f2_err

S = S XOR 00110

br S != 11101, f2_err

Lstart9:

Lend9:

N9:
error_handler():

err_flag = 1

br F == 1, f1

br F == 2, f2

num_err = num_err + 1

br (num_err > thresh), exit 

jmp error_handler

3

1

2

4

...

...

. . .

br F!= 1, error_handler
err_flag = 0
num_err = num_err + 1

br num_err>thresh, exit 

br S == 00011, Lstart5
br S == 01000, Lend5

jmp f1_err

f1_err:

...

...

. . .
br num_err>thresh, exit 
num_err = num_err + 1
err_flag = 0
br F!= 2, error_handler

br S == 11011, Lstart9

br S == 10000, Lend9

jmp f2_err

f2_err:

5

f2():

br err_flag == 1, f2_err

F = 2

[Se = 01000]

[Se = 00101]

[Se = 00011]

br S != 00101, f1_err

S = S XOR 00110

br S!= 00011, f1_err

S = S XOR 01011

Lstart5:

Lend5:

N5:

Figure 6.2: Illustration of automatic error correction

ACCE also maintains a run-time function register,F . For each function in the

program, a function idFID is uniquely assigned. The following instruction is

inserted at the beginning of each functionf and immediately after all function calls

in the function.

F = FID(f).

HereF is a global variable that at run-time denotes the function that is currently

being executed. The effect of this instruction is to updateF as control is transferred

across functions so that it always contains theFID of the function being executed.

A check point is inserted before this instruction.

For each function in the program, a separate piece of code, called function
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error handler3, is inserted to handle correction of illegal jumps from the current

function. The function error handler is executed only underthe following condi-

tions.

1. When a check point inside the function detects a mismatch between the ex-

pected and actual signatures and transfers control to this block. In the CEDA

check point instructions, the genericerror destination is replaced by the ad-

dress of function error handler.

2. When an illegal jump occurs directly to this piece of code.

For the whole program, a piece of code, called global error handler, is inserted to

arbitrate the function which was being executed when the CFEoccurred. The global

error handler is executed only under the following conditions.

1. When one of the function error handlers calls it on detecting that the CFE

occurred from outside the corresponding function.

2. When an illegal jump occurs directly to the global error handler.

The instructions that need to be added to the function and global error handlers are

shown in Figure 6.1. In the figure, labelsLstarti andLendi in instructionsi4(a)

andi4(b) correspond to locations immediately after the signature update statements

at the beginning and the end of the nodeNi. The instructions added as shown in

Figure 6.1 are explained below using an example illustratedin Figure 6.2.

3A function error handler handles CFEs originating from all the nodes in the function
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Figure 6.2 shows how a typical control-flow error is corrected inside the

ACCE framework. The program shown has two functions,f1 andf2, andf1 err

andf2 err represent their respective function error handlers. The functionerror handler

denotes the global error handler.f1 andf2 are assignedFIDs 1 and 2 respectively.

A CFE from nodeN5 in f1 to nodeN9 in f2 triggers off the automatic correction

process. The figure shows the steps involved in transferringthe control back to the

nodeN5. These steps involving the intermediate control transfersare described

below. Each step number corresponds to the circled transition number in the figure.

1. The check point at the end of the nodeN9 detects that the value ofS, 00011,

is different from the expected value,11011, and transfers control tof2 err

(which is the error handler of the function thatN9 is part of).

2. The first instruction inf2 err detects that the value ofF is different from

the FID of the current function and hence the CFE needs to be handled

elsewhere. It transfers control to the global error handler, error handler.

3. The first instruction inerror handler setserr flag to 1 to denote that a CFE

needs to be handled. It then searches for a function which hasFID matching

that of the value ofF . It finds thatf1 is the function from which the illegal

jump happened and transfers control tof1.

4. Insidef1, a check of the value oferr flag reveals that a CFE needs to be

handled and hence control is transferred to the function error handler off1,

f1 err.
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5. The first instruction inf1 err detects that the value ofF corresponds to the

FID of the current function and hence, control remains inf1 err. The value

of err flag is then set to 0 to denote that the CFE is being handled in the

current function. It then detects that the value ofS corresponds toNS(N5)

and control is transferred toLstart5.

Thus, control is transferred back to nodeN5 which was being executed just before

the CFE. Next, we explain the need for the instructions in theerror handlers which

were not used by a typical correction process as described above.

The instructioni5 in Figure 6.1 is added for illegal jumps with destination

as the function error handler itself. In this case, the control is transferred from the

end of the function error handler to its beginning, and processing as described above

takes place.

If, for reasons specified later, the current value ofS does not match any

of the expected signatures inside the function, ACCE cannotcorrect this CFE. In

such cases, we would like to gracefully exit instead of executing an infinite loop.

Instructions ini3 of the Figure 6.1 are added so that the code is executed a maximum

of thresh number of times before exiting. Typically, a value of 3 will suffice for

thresh as this will ensure that the expected signature of every point in the function

is checked against at least once.

Instructionsj3 andj4 inserted in the global error handler (as shown in Fig-

ure 6.1) correspond to instructionsi3 andi5 inserted in the function error handler.
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6.2.1 Handling errors detected by hardware

We have described above how a control-flow error detected within the pro-

gram can be corrected using the function and global error handlers. A major portion

of control-flow errors, however, are detected by the hardware or the operating sys-

tem. Such errors occur mainly when the program tries to fetchan instruction from

an invalid address. Another reason for detection by the hardware is if the program

tries to execute an invalid instruction. This occurs if the program tries to execute

from the middle of a valid instruction in the program due to a CFE.

Errors mentioned above which are detected by the hardware need to be han-

dled by transferring control to the global error handler of the program. In unix-

based systems, ACCE implements this by using thesignal system call [127]. Us-

ing this system call, ACCE instructs the operating system toreact to segmentation

faults and the illegal instruction faults by transferring control to the global error

handler. Instructions to make this system call are insertedin the program.

If the program is running on an operating system in which thesignal or an

equivalent system call is not defined, or for embedded systems where the program

may be directly running on the hardware, the interrupt handler routine needs to

be modified to transfer control to the global error handler. Unused locations in

the instruction memory need to be filled with jump instructions to the global error

handler so that CFEs to these locations can be corrected.
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6.2.2 Error correction latency

The maximum latency of the error correction process is an important pa-

rameter for a real-time system as this influences the duration after which the system

can be guaranteed to produce an output. This needs to be within a certain bound for

the real-time system to operate according to its specification. If a CFE is detected

within the program, the upper bound of error correction latency due to ACCE is the

sum of the following terms.

1. max(max insns in a node,

5+2∗(max nodes in a function), num insns to handle a sytem error).

The three terms denote the worst case latencies for detection of an error if the

illegal jump is to a node, to a function handler, or if it results in a system

error.

2. 4 + num of functions in the program. This represents the worst case

latency for execution of the global error handler.

3. 5 + 2 ∗ (max nodes in a function). This denotes the worst case latency for

identifying the node from which the CFE occurred and jumpingto that node.

4. max insns in a node. This represents the worst case latency for returning

to the point of execution before the CFE from the start of the node.
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CFE

i = 1
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i = i + 1
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Normal

CFE

i = 1

2j 2

ACCE

correction

ACCE

correction

CFE and 

ACCE

CFE and 

ACCE

j = i + 1

Figure 6.3: Examples of incorrect and correct output due to non-idealities in error
correction
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6.2.3 Correctness of control-flow restoration

The framework presented here attempts to correct the CFEs byrestoring the

control of the program back to the node from which the CFE occurred. We show

here that if the destination of the CFE is not an ACCE update statement (of either

S or F ), the control-flow restoration always succeeds. We then examine the cases

when the destination of the illegal jump is either aS or aF update statement.

Lemma 6.2.1. Control flow is correctly restored if the destination of the illegal

jump is not an ACCE update instruction.

Proof. S andF contain their respective expected values immediately before the

illegal jump because of the way they are updated. Let these expected values be

Se andF e respectively. Since the destination of the illegal jump is not an update

statement of eitherS or F and there is always a check point instruction before any

such update, the CFE is detected at the next check point (since S is uncorrupted).

Once the CFE is detected, control is transferred to the function error handler and

from there optionally to the global error handler and then toanother function er-

ror handler. The code in any function error handler or the global error handler

doesn’t change the values ofS or F . HenceSe (the value of signature variable

S) is compared against the signature expected values in the function error handler

of the function from which the illegal jump occurred (sinceFID of a function is

unique). If the illegal jump happened from inside a node, then control is transferred

to the beginning of the correct node (sinceNS of nodes is unique). If the illegal

jump happened from the end of a node which is not one of multiple sources of a
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typeX node, thenNES of that node is unique (by construction of the algorithm

for assigningNS andNES of nodes) and hence, control is transferred to the end

of that node. TheNES values of all nodes which are sources to a typeX node

are assigned the same unique value. Hence, ifSe corresponds to thisNES value,

the illegal jump may have occurred from the end of any one of the source nodes.

By definition of the typeX nodes, all these source nodes have only one destina-

tion. Hence, even though ACCE may transfer control to the endof a different node

which has the sameNES value, control-flow is restored at the beginning of the

destination node.

If the illegal jump is to an ACCE update statement, eitherF or S but not

both may be corrupted because any one instruction can modifyonly one of them.

If F is corrupted, then there will be no match found for the value of S in the list

of expected signatures in the function whoseFID equals the corruptedF . ACCE

does not attempt to correct this CFE. IfS is corrupted and if the corrupted value of

S doesn’t match any of the expected signatures in the same function, ACCE does

not attempt to correct the CFE. When the corrupted value ofS matches the expected

signature of another point in the same function, ACCE attempts to correct the CFE,

but transfers control to the wrong point in the program. Thiscase can be avoided

by selectingNS andNES of nodes such that any signature when corrupted by a

S update statement in the program will not yield an expected signature in the same

function.
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6.3 Correctness of program output

Ideally, we would like to detect a control-flow error as soon as it occurs and

restart execution exactly from the point at which the CFE occurred. However, to

reduce the overhead incurred, we detect and correct CFEs only at node level. Here,

we examine the effect of this non-ideality on the correctness of program output.

Suppose an illegal jump occurs from the middle of the node. Some program in-

structions in the destination node are executed before the CFE gets detected and

the instructions from the beginning of the source node to thepoint of CFE get re-

executed after the control-flow is restored. Let all the variables which are modified

by these instructions be considered corrupted. By construction, all ACCE instruc-

tions do not modify program variables. The program output may be wrong if the

corrupted variables are read from before being written to after the control-flow is

restored to the beginning of the node. Figure 6.3(a) shows this case. Before the

start of this node,i has a value of 1. An illegal jump occurs immediately after the

execution of thei = i + 1 instruction. ACCE detects this error and restores control

to the beginning of this node. As a result,i will have a value of 3 at the end of the

node as opposed to a value of 2 when there is no CFE. Figure 6.3(b) shows the case

where the corrupted value is written to before it is read. Hence,j will have the same

value at the end of the node irrespective of whether a CFE has occurred or not.
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ACCE 

correction

(b) Data error detection by duplication

(a) Original code

i = i+1;

i = i+1;

i1 = i1 + 1;

br (i != i1), err_detect;
sig check & update

sig check & update

i1 = i1 + 1;

if(num_err > 0)
{
  err_comp = 2;
  num_err = 0;
}

sig check & update

sig check & update

i = i+1;

if(num_err > 0)
{
  err_comp = 1;
  num_err = 0;
}

sig check & update

sig check & update

if(i!=i1)

{

  if(err_comp == 1), i = i1;

     if(err_comp == 2), i1 = i;
}

c) ACCED

CFE1

Figure 6.4: Illustration of insns added for ACCED
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6.4 Automatic Correction of Control-flow Errors with Duplic a-
tion

Techniques for detecting data errors by duplicating instructions have been

proposed in [87, 89, 101] among others. The basic approach followed is to dupli-

cate computations and compare their results in order to detect data errors. Typically,

duplication is done at individual instruction level, procedure call level, or a combi-

nation of the two. Figure 6.4(b) shows the resultant code after applying duplication

at statement level on the sample code shown in Figure 6.4(a).In this figure, variable

i1 is a copy ofi initially.

If one of the techniques mentioned above is used for detecting data errors

in a program, then an improved version of ACCE, called ACCED (Automatic Cor-

rection of Control-flow Errors with Duplication) can be used. The basic idea of

ACCED is to confine data errors due to reasons specified in Section 6.3 to one of

the computations with a high probability and then copy variables of the error-free

computation to those of erroneous computation. To achieve this, each of the com-

putations as well as the comparisons are performed in separate nodes. This process

is illustrated in Figure 6.4(c).CFE1 in the figure occurs immediately after the ex-

ecution of the instructioni = i + 1. After correcting this control-flow error, ACCE

incrementsnum err global variable and transfers control to the beginning of this

node. As a result,i is incremented twice and is different from the fault-free case.

At the end of this node,num err is detected to be greater than 0. Thus, it can be

ascertained that a CFE occurred when this node is being executed. The variable

err comp is set to 1 to denote that the error occurred in the first of the two com-
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putations. When comparisons are performed,i is detected different fromi1 and is

assigned the value ofi1 because CFE occurred wheni is being computed.

6.5 Integration with GCC

Similar to the implementation of CEDA, ACCE has also been implemented

as an extra pass in GCC to obtain language as well as architectural portability.

For implementation of ACCED, the extra pass introduced identifies specific labels

introduced in the program as the separation between the duplicated computations.

This enables it to insert instructions such that different computations are performed

in different nodes.

6.6 Experimental results

In this section, we describe how we evaluated ACCE using error injec-

tion experiments in different phases. We performed the evaluations using a 64-bit,

3.4GHz pentium machine with 4GB of RAM. Each evaluation involved compiling

of programs with and without ACCE capability. We injected 1000 errors on each

of the executables that was evaluated using the error injection framework described

in Section 3.2.2.

We use the following two terms to describe the effectivenessof ACCE:

Correctability: A CFE is considered correctable if it results in the program exiting

normally with correct output.

Detectability: A CFE is considered detectable if the program either exits with cor-
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of correctability of generic programs

rect output or the error is detected. An error detected by ACCE but which results in

an incorrect output is not considered detectable. On the other hand, an error which

cannot be corrected by ACCE due to corruption of signature variable is considered

detectable.

6.6.1 Evaluation on generic programs

In this phase, ACCE was evaluated using generic programs selected from

the SPEC2000 ([47]) and MiBench ([43]) benchmark programs.Each of the pro-

grams was compiled with and without ACCE option and Figure 6.5 shows the cor-

rectability results of the programs. It was found that around 90% of the control-flow

errors result in correct output with ACCE compared with around 26% without. It

can be seen that the correctability of programs with ACCE varies between 80 to

95% depending on the type of the program. The correctabilitywas found to be

lower for encrypting algorithms blowfish, crc and rijndael.For all other algorithms,
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Figure 6.6: Analysis of ACCE uncorrectable errors

Figure 6.7: Max. and avg. error correction latency observedduring experiments
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Figure 6.8: Performance and memory overhead of programs dueto ACCE

the correctability is found to be above 88%.

Figure 6.6 shows the analysis of the errors found uncorrectable with ACCE.

On an average, 7.4% of the errors lead to programs exiting with incorrect outputs

due to the corruption of program variables as described in Section 6.3. Security

benchmark programs like blowfish and rijndael involve a series of incremental shift

and XOR operations and as a result, re-executing any of theseoperations due to

ACCE leads to wrong outputs. Around 3% of the total errors aredetected by ACCE,

but were deemed uncorrectable due to ACCE variable corruption as described in

Section 6.2.3.

Figure 6.7 shows the average and maximum error correction latencies ob-

served during the error injection experiments in terms of the number of instructions
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executed before the control-flow is restored. It can be seen that the worst case error

correction latencies for all the programs are within a few hundreds of instructions.

The worst case error correction latency across all benchmark programs is found to

be 2124 instructions. On modern processors which run at GHz frequencies, this la-

tency evaluates to within a few micro-seconds. To illustrate the utility of ACCE, we

calculated the worst case error correction latency of each program as a percentage

of total number of instructions executed during the normal running of the program.

The worst case across all benchmark programs was found to be for susan (the

smallest program) in which the error correction latency is 0.09% the normal run-

time (294,822 insns). For the larger programs, this number is much lesser than

10−5%. The results shown here do not include the error correctionlatency due to

the operating system detecting the error and transferring control to the global error

handler. To get the total error correction latency, this latency value should be added

to the results discussed above.

The average run-time performance overhead due to adding automatic control-

flow error correction to the programs is found to be around 20%as shown in Fig-

ure 6.8. This overhead is almost the same as that obtained with just control-flow

error detection using CEDA. This is expected since almost all the extra instructions

added for control-flow error correction are executed only when an error is detected.

The average memory overhead is higher at around 120% becauseof the extra in-

structions added to the function and global error handlers.These instructions are

not executed during normal operation of the program and hence do not affect the

performance of the program.
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To illustrate the usefulness of ACCE, we compare the performance over-

head and error correction latency observed using ACCE with arecently published

checkpointing scheme tailored for real-time systems [27].The average performance

overhead for checkpointing using the scheme was observed tobe 13.4%. This over-

head is over and above the overhead for detecting the errors.If a checkpointing

interval of 150ms is used and the checkpoint file size is 64MB,the error recov-

ery latency can be as much as 1.25 seconds on an embedded boardrunning linux

kernel4 (≈ 1.1s for copying 64MB of memory and a maximum of 150ms for re-

executing from the previous checkpoint). ACCE, on the otherhand, has almost no

extra performance overhead for error correction and a few micro-seconds of error

recovery latency.

6.6.2 Application to algorithmically fault tolerant progr ams

A program which uses ACCE for correcting control-flow errorscan be ex-

pected to use some sort of fault tolerance (FT) mechanism to deal with data errors.

In this section, the effectiveness of ACCE in programs whichuse algorithmic FT

mechanisms is considered. The next section deals with evaluating ACCE in pres-

ence of duplication based FT mechanisms. The following programs were consid-

ered.

1. matmult, ludecompandmatinvrepresent programs for multiplication, LU de-

composition and inverse of matrices respectively. Algorithm-based fault tol-

4An Embedded Planet board w/ MPC8260 300MHz, Linux kernel 2.4.22, 256MB RAM was
used for evaluation in [27].
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of correctability of programs with algorithmic FT methods
applied

Figure 6.10: Comparison of detectability of programs with algorithmic FT methods
applied
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erance (ABFT) methods proposed in [48] can be used on these programs.

ABFT correction was implemented onmatmult while ABFT detection was

implemented onludecomp andmatinv.

2. qsort represents the quick sort algorithm. Correctness of the results were

verified by checking if the results are indeed sorted.

3. blowfishrepresents the blowfish security encryption algorithm. Correctness

of results were verified by decrypting the encryption results and then check-

ing if the input is the same as the decrypted results.

Error injection experiments were performed on programs without any fault

tolerance mechanisms, with ACCE, with algorithmic FT, and with algorithmic FT

as well as ACCE. Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 give the correctability and detectabil-

ity results. As expected, the algorithmic FT mechanisms proved to be ineffective

against control-flow errors. With ACCE and FT together, the correctability on an

average increased marginally from 89.5 to 91.6% compared with using just ACCE.

Detectability on the other hand increased from around 92% to97%. This is mainly

because the variables which were incorrect after the error correction process were

now detected by the FT mechanism.

6.6.3 Evaluation of ACCED

In this section, the effectiveness of ACCE in presence of a duplication based

data error detection mechanism is evaluated. Selective Procedure Call Duplication

(SPCD) proposed in [89] was implemented on the selected programs and ACCED
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Figure 6.11: Correctability analysis of ACCED

was implemented on top of it. We did not integrate SPCD with GCC. As a result,

we could perform this evaluation only on the smaller of the benchmark programs.

For each benchmark program, instruction level duplicationwas performed at the top

level and procedure duplication was performed for the lowerlevels. Figures 6.11

and 6.12 show the correctability and detectability resultsfor this phase. As ex-

pected, SPCD was found ineffective against CFEs. On an average, the correctabil-

ity of ACCED was found to be 95% compared with 88% with ACCE. There was

also a large increase in detectability (98% from 92%) because of using ACCE with

SPCD compared with just using ACCE.

6.7 Summary

This chapter describes ACCE, an efficient algorithm which automatically

corrects control-flow errors. To our knowledge, this is the first time anyone has pro-

posed a technique to achieve this at software level. A modified version of CEDA

is used for detecting CFEs. The ACCE framework reuses the information used by
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Figure 6.12: Detectability analysis of ACCED

CEDA for error detection to automatically correct CFEs at node level. Error injec-

tion experiments show that ACCE, when applied on benchmark programs, produces

correct results in over 90% of the cases. The error correction latency is found to be

within a few hundreds of instructions for all errors injected. This is in the order of a

few micro-seconds for most modern systems, making it suitable for real-time appli-

cations. Performance measurements show that ACCE can be applied with almost

no additional overhead when compared with just control-flowerror detection. In

comparison, checkpointing schemes recently proposed for real-time systems incur

an average overhead of almost 13% and take up to a second to recover from errors.

For total error correction, ACCE can be used with data error correction tech-

niques previously proposed. It is shown that false positives of algorithmic fault

tolerance methods decrease and their detectability increases when used along with

ACCE. The effectiveness of ACCE also increases when used with these methods.

An extension of ACCE, ACCED, is proposed for cases where a computation dupli-

cation technique is used to detect data errors. A similar extension can be used if
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computation triplication is performed to correct data errors. Such an arrangement

would then correct data as well as control errors. ACCED further increases the

correctability of programs to over 95%.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

In this thesis, we presented various low cost fault tolerance techniques tai-

lored for usage in mainstream and embedded applications. There is an increasing

need for such techniques due to the trends followed by the processor industry as

well as the increasing demand for low cost reliable applications (Chapter 1). We

suggested techniques at both hardware (Chapter 2) and software levels (Chapters 4,

5 and 6).

At the hardware level, we described a technique which selects a subset of

faults in the processor control logic depending on the probability that each fault will

manifest as an error and introduces assertions to detect these faults. The faults se-

lected are such that the required amount of reliability is achieved while incurring the

lowest possible area and power overheads. This technique isuseful for implemen-

tation in mainstream and embedded processors for which areaand power specifica-

tions drive the market and the reliability specification just needs to be acceptable. It

was shown using experiments on an industrial processor thatthe technique can pro-

vide the same protection as a previously proposed techniquewhile incurring 40%

lesser overhead.

Fault tolerance techniques at software level are used when the reliability
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provided by the underlying hardware is insufficient for an application. In Chap-

ter 4, we described a sophisticated technique for detectingcontrol-flow errors. It

was shown that the technique detects more errors than any of the previously pro-

posed techniques and at the same time incurs lesser overheadthan all of them. For

usage in applications which have very tight performance andmemory constraints

and the overheads incurred by the above technique are too restrictive, we described

an algorithm in Chapter 5 which provides the best possible protection at permissible

overheads. It was shown that using the algorithm, it is possible to provide almost

the same amount of protection as the detection technique (described in Chapter 4)

even if the permissible overheads are only a quarter of thoseincurred by the tech-

nique. Once a control-flow error has been detected by using the techniques and

algorithms described above, error recovery needs to be performed. In Chapter 6,

we described an error recovery technique which doesn’t incur any additional per-

formance overhead and which performs the recovery within a few micro-seconds.

It was shown that more than 90% of the errors can be automatically corrected using

this technique and that the effectiveness of the technique increases if used along

with other fault tolerance techniques. The software level error detection and cor-

rection techniques proposed in this thesis were evaluated on SPEC and MiBench

benchmark programs.

While working on the techniques proposed here, we identifiedseveral op-

portunities for future research and some of them are discussed below.
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7.1 Integrated concurrent error detection technique for proces-
sor control logic

In Chapter 2, we described a technique which used assertionsfor detecting

faults which have a high probability of manifesting themselves as errors. We found

during the course of our experiments that while most of the faults could be detected

using low area assertions, a few of them required assertionswhich needed huge

area to implement. The total area required for concurrent error detection was dom-

inated by the assertions needed for these few faults. Huge savings in area can be

obtained if these few faults alone can be detected by some other technique. A po-

tential candidate for detecting these faults is the partialdetection scheme proposed

in [77]. An algorithm for picking which technique to use for which faults taking

into consideration the area overhead incurred needs to be developed.

7.2 Integrated data and control checks

Control-flow checking involves introducing redundant variables (run-time

signature registers) inside the program, regularly updating them and checking them

for consistency (Chapters 3 and 4). Control-flow errors alsocorrupt program vari-

ables and if consistency checks can be introduced on these program variables, then

explicit control-flow checking is not required. The performance overhead for such

implicit control-flow checking would be very low since redundant variables need

not be maintained. Consistency checks introduced till date, however, can be ap-

plied only on certain types of operations. Hence, explicit control-flow checking

still needs to be performed on parts of the program which do not have such opera-
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tions. The challenge here involves picking parts of the program which can be im-

plicitly checked for control-flow errors and integrating the implicit checking with

the explicit checking performed elsewhere.

7.3 Improved control-flow error correction

In Chapter 6, we described a low-latency low-overhead technique for auto-

matically correcting control-flow errors. We demonstratedusing experiments that

the technique automatically corrects CFEs and produces thecorrect output for 90%

of the errors. We analyzed the errors which did not produce a correct result and

found that corruption of program variables is the primary reason behind the in-

correct results. So, if we can tackle this problem, the correctability of the error

correction technique will see a huge improvement. There aretwo potential ways

this problem can be tackled.

1. Probability that the program variables are corrupted dueto CFE correction

can be reduced by dividing the nodes to form sub-nodes and applying the

technique to the sub-nodes, re-ordering the instructions in a node if possible,

and by register reallocation.

2. Program variable corruptions can be detected using data checks and if possi-

ble, corrected. This would require integrating the CFE correction technique

with data error detection/correction techniques.
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7.4 Control-flow error detection and security

Software written to run on a computer system is generally prone to flaws.

These flaws may be exploited by external parties in order to subvert the execution

flow of the software, thus, gaining control over the computersystem. Examples

of such subversions include calling sensitive functions which would not have been

called otherwise.

Several approaches have been proposed to prevent and detectthese secu-

rity attacks. One such approach is to eliminate all the flaws in a software code. A

problem with such an approach is that one may not be able to eliminate all flaws.

Another problem is that there is no easy way of determining ifa piece of software is

bug-free. Another approach to preventing attacks is to makeit difficult for attackers

to subvert the control-flow by introducing hindrances [26, 94, 116]. A problem with

such vulnerability mitigations is that they are generally targeted towards a particular

type of attack (such as buffer overflow attacks). Thus, a collection of such mitiga-

tion techniques are needed to protect the computer system against all possible types

of attacks. Another problem with most of the mitigations is that they impose high

performance penalties or require modifications to hardware, thus rendering them

impractical. Among the practical and deployed mitigations, attackers have found

ways to circumvent almost all of them [1, 95, 110, 124].

One common characteristic of most known attacks is that theysubvert the

control-flow of the software. Thus, by ensuring that the control-flow of the software

is followed strictly, these attacks can be thwarted. [1] discloses a way of ensuring

that the control-flow as defined by the object code is followed. This approach re-
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quires that the object code of the software be modified. Special tools are required

for achieving such modifications for each architecture thatis targeted. Such tools

are not available for many of the architectures used, especially for those used in

embedded systems. This limits the portability of the technique. Thus, a compiler

level approach (providing language and architectural portability) which detects de-

viations in the control-flow, similar to the control-flow error detection technique de-

scribed in Chapter 4, would be required for such systems. Thetechnique described

in Chapter 4 needs to be changed to account for the following factors specific to the

security problem.

1. The control-flow deviations considered in CEDA are probabilistic while the

control-flow deviations that need to be considered for the security problem

are intentional. Thus, the error detection mechanism should be re-enforced

such that it cannot be intentionally circumvented by external parties.

2. Only control-flow deviations across functions need to be considered for the

security problem (as opposed to those across nodes) as most deviations occur

when returning from a function call. Thus, only a light weight version of

CEDA needs to be used.
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